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ABSTRACT

A MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL EXPLORATION OF THE
EFFECT OF THE A-CURRENT IN DETERMINING THE ACTIVITY PHASE

OF FOLLOWER NEURONS

by
Yu Zhang

Bursting oscillations are prevalent in neurons of central pattern generators (CPGs) that

produce rhythmic motor activity, and the activity phase plays an important role in

determining the normal or dysfunctional network output. The activity phase is the delay

time—with respect to some reference time in each cycle and normalized by the

oscillation cycle period—of the onset of action potentials by a neuron. This dissertation

investigates how the A-current, in conjunction with other intrinsic properties, sets the

activity phase of a neuron driven by inhibition.

This dissertation is divided into two major components. In the first component,

methods of dynamical systems are applied to explore the transient properties of the

activity phase of the follower neuron, which is modeled using a simplified three-variable

model based on the Morris-Lecar equations. Based on the analysis of the effect of the A-

current in determining the phase, recursive equations are derived to calculate the activity

phase of the follower neuron, following a single inhibitory input as well as its steady state

phase in response to a rhythmic input. The modeling findings are compared with

experimental data from follower PY neurons in the pyloric CPG of the crab C. borealis.

In these experiments, the Dynamic Clamp technique is used to produce artificial intrinsic

and synaptic currents in the follower PY neurons. It is found that the activity phase can

be determined by the period and duty cycle of the pacemaker, and the recursive equations



provide faithful predictions of the activity phase when the cycle period of the pacemaker

is varied under different protocols.

In the second component of the dissertation, a five-compartment model is built

based on the morphology of the PY neuron to produce a realistic representation of the

biological PY neurons in order to investigate how the distribution of the A-current affects

the activity phase. This model involves a set of 53 coupled nonlinear ordinary differential

equations which are numerically integrated using a 4 th order Runge-Kutta method. A

Genetic Algorithm is applied to recursively optimize the possible parameters for all the

intrinsic currents in each compartment. The results show that different distributions of the

A-current lead to different bursting behaviors even if the total A-current conductance is

kept constant.

These results show that the activity phase of the follower neurons can be affected

significantly by the strength and the distribution of the A-current, together with other

intrinsic and synaptic properties. The activity phase can be predicted by the results of a

low-dimensional model, and the possible distribution of the intrinsic currents can be

computed by developing more realistic models based on the shape of biological neurons.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives

The general objective of this dissertation is to explore how the intrinsic and synaptic

properties affect the activity phase of neurons following inhibitory inputs. In order to

approach this objective, mathematical and computational research is implemented in three

major steps involving applying the knowledge of dynamical systems, mathematical and

computational modeling and computer science. Biological experiments involving

Dynamic Clamp (DC) were conducted by the author and the biologists at the STG

laboratory of Rutgers University.

In the first step, the role of the A-current in determining the activity phase of the

follower PY neurons has been observed by conducting several biological experiments, and

a three-variable model for the follower neuron is developed in order to predict the activity

phase of the follower neurons. The phase space and projection phase planes are studied and

two possible cases are classified based on the structure of the nullclines in one phase plane.

A series of recursive equations are derived for calculating the steady state value of the

bursting phase of the follower PY neurons. The accuracy of the prediction is shown by

comparing the analytic solutions with the experimental data.

In the second step, a complete mathematical analysis of the interaction between the

A-current and the other intrinsic and synaptic properties is studied. Based on the possible

shape and relative position of the nullclines, eight cases are studied systematically. In each

case, the fate of the trajectories (and therefore the activity of the membrane potential) can

1
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be predicted by comparing the values of different time constants. The relationship between

the temporal properties of the pacemaker neurons, the synaptic properties and the behavior

of the follower neurons is revealed.

In the third step, a high dimensional model is developed based on the biological

shape of the PY neurons in the crustacean pyloric network. The model includes five

compartments and eleven types of intrinsic currents. A Genetic Algorithm implemented in

MATLAB and NETWORK helps to compute the possible distributions and kinetics of all

the intrinsic currents among all the compartments. This model also generates the spiking

property similar to the real PY neurons.

Following the three main steps above, more analysis and computation are

implemented to explore other factors which may also play a role in shifting the activity

phase of the follower neuron PY. The role of the h-current is analyzed by phase plane

analysis. The coupling between PY and LP, another follower neuron in the pyloric network,

is also studied analytically and numerically.

1.2 Significance

1.2.1 Bursting Neurons

The nervous system is one of the most important organ systems in a multicellular animal's

body. It receives signals from the muscles and organs inside the body and sensory inputs

from the environment. After integrating the signals, the nervous system responds to the

stimuli by converting them into some form(s) of action, such as movement, release of

hormones, changes in heart rate and so on.
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Rhythmic activity is ubiquitous in the nervous system, and bursting, as an

important slow oscillation, has been found among neurons and other cells of both

vertebrate and invertebrate animals. Bursting is a special membrane potential behavior of

neurons. Different from tonic spiking, bursting shows discrete groups of spikes separated

by a quiescent state. Bursting oscillations occur in many neurons and other cell types and

underlie rhythmic activity in many networks of the central nervous system. In the

mammalian thalamocortical system, for example, bursting occurs in the thalamocortical

neurons during EEG-synchronized sleep (McCormick and Bal, 1997). In the isolated

cortical slabs about 40% of cells, twice as many as in intact cortex, show an intrinsic

bursting behavior (Timofeev et al., 2000). Similarly the visual cortical IB neurons are also

classified as intrinsically bursting (Nowak et al., 2003). Other examples include the

circadian rhythmicity which results from the interaction of the circadian pacemaker,

comprising of the neurons of the suprachiasmatic nucleus and other neurons such as the

photoreceptors (Moore, 1999).

Bursting oscillations are particularly prevalent in neurons of central pattern

generators (CPGs) that produce rhythmic motor activity. These types of neurons include,

for instance, the respiratory neurons in the pre-Botzinger complex of the brain stem that

exhibit pacemaker bursting activity (Johnson et al., 1994). The activity of oscillatory

networks of neurons is determined by the oscillation frequency as well as the activity phase

of the component neurons within each cycle. In many oscillatory networks, the relative

bursting phase among neurons plays an important role in determining the normal or

dysfunctional output of the network. In CPGs, for instance, the relative phase of neurons or

groups of neurons determines the order of muscle contractions and therefore the motor
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behavior (Marder and Bucher, 2007). It has also been shown that the motor system

dysfunction associated with Parkinson's disease is critically dependent on the phase

relationships between basal ganglia nuclei which are affected by the loss of dopamine

(Walters et al., 2007). The phase difference between neurons is often maintained over a

wide range of frequency (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder et al., 2005), and it has been

shown that the A-current, a transient outward potassium current, plays an important role in

determining the activity phase of neurons in many neuronal networks (Selverston, 2005).

1.2.2 The A-Current

As a transient potassium current, the A-current is present in most neuronal types and

contributes to spike timing. Similar to some other intrinsic currents, the A-current is

voltage-dependent: it is activated transiently when the membrane potential is depolarized,

and then decays due to inactivation.

The A-current is an essential factor in determining the spike frequency-current

response of neurons, as was first shown in the seminal paper of Connor and Stevens

(Connor and Stevens, 1971). In the CA3 pyramidal cells in the hippocampus, the activation

of the A-current underlies the propagation failure of action potentials in axons (Debanne et

al., 1997). The A-current has been shown to be important in determining the

post-inhibitory rebound bursting phase of neurons and its effect on determining this phase

is subject to the neuromodulation of the current by dopamine (Harris-Warrick et al.,

1995a).

The A-current has been shown to exist in various types of neurons (Huguenard et

al., 1991; Herrington and Lingle, 1994; Wustenberg et al., 2004) and is known to be

important in setting the timing of action potentials(Gerber and Jakobsson, 1993),
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especially following inhibitory input (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a), contributing to the

generation of a coordinated motor pattern (Hess and El Manira, 2001), and acting as a

bursting trigger in the absence of a slow variable (Tabak et al., 2007; Toporikova et al.,

2007). In a network of bursting neurons, the A-current often acts to delay the onset of the

burst, thus setting the activity phase of different neurons within the network

(Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a). In a previous study, the role of the A-current in setting the

activity phase of a follower neuron that received a periodic inhibitory synaptic input has

been examined in a model with simplified kinetics. It has been demonstrated that if the

inhibitory input shows short-term depression, the A-current can act synergistically with the

depression parameters to produce phase maintenance of the follower neuron when the

frequency of the periodic input is varied (Bose et al., 2004).

1.2.3 The Advantages of Invertebrate Nervous Systems

The complexity of the mammalian nervous system limits scientists' research activities.

Because of the huge number of neurons and the complex connections between them, it is

hard to distinguish a certain neuron from the network. Also, the multiple patterns of

activity of the mammalian neuronal networks makes it difficult to analyze the properties of

networks based on current experimental techniques, and it is thus hard to predict its

possible behavior using mathematical and computational modeling. Fortunately, since

CPGs and similar bursting behaviors also exist in invertebrate animals which have less

complex nervous systems, neuroscientists are able to investigate their rhythmic activities

in more convenient ways (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).

In this research the neuronal networks in the crustacean stomatogastric ganglion system are

used as the prototypes of the modeling neurons. The connectivity diagrams among neurons
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can be established, and the functions of the intrinsic properties of each single neuron and

the synaptic dynamics in generating and modulating oscillations can be studied

experimentally and mathematically.

1.2.4 Summary

This dissertation includes detailed research for understanding how the A-current, together

with other intrinsic and synaptic properties, modulates the bursting phase of follower

neurons under the condition of different periods and duty cycles. A highlight of this

research can be generally described as using the knowledge of mathematics and computing

science to analyze and predict some widespread but not well-studied biological phenomena,

such as bursting and phase shift. Developing appropriate mathematical and computational

models helps scientists to understand the kinetics of the biological nervous networks, and

choosing a simple nervous system allows biologists to conduct relevant experiments to

verify the modeling results.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 The Crustacean Stomatogastric Nervous System

The Stomatogastric Nervous System (STNS) of lobsters and crabs is valuable for

neuroscientists because of its clear rhythmic behavior and its small neuronal network

(Marder and Calabrese, 1996). The main function of STNS is to digest food in the stomach

of the crustacean animals. STNS produces two primary activity rhythms of motor output:

the gastric mill rhythm which contributes to the chewing process, and the pyloric rhythm
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which contributes to the process of filtering chewed food. The research in this dissertation

is focused on the neuronal behavior in the pyloric network of crab Cancer borealis.

Figure 1.1 shows the STNS plot and the pyloric network of the crab. In the pyloric

network, the CPG is an interneuron named anterior burster (AB) which typically oscillates

with a frequency of about 1 Hz (Marder and Calabrese, 1996). As a pacemaker neuron, AB

maintains its oscillation activity when synaptically isolated from the remainder of the

network and, moreover, makes other neurons in the pyloric network oscillate in the same

rhythm by synaptic connections.

Figure 1.1(b) shows the structure of the pyloric network. There are two kinds of

synapses in nervous systems: electrical synapses (which are also called gap junctions) and

chemical synapses. An electrical synapse is a conductive link formed at a narrow gap

between two adjacent neurons which allows ions and even medium sized molecules, like

signaling molecules, to flow transiently from one cell to the next (Hormuzdi et al., 2004).

Therefore an electrical synapse between two cells promotes the synchronization of their

membrane potentials. There are two pyloric dilator neurons (PD) electrically coupled with

AB which oscillate in phase with AB, and they are also considered as pacemaker neurons

in the pyloric network.

A chemical synapse has a much longer delay than an electrical synapse (Llinas et

al., 1982). The lateral pyloric neuron (LP) and pyloric dilator neurons (PY) receive

inhibitory chemical synaptic signals from the pacemaker, and in return, LP inhibits PDs

through a feedback chemical synapse as well. LP and PY inhibit each other through

chemical synapses, and there is also a rectifying gap junction from LP to PY. In this
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dissertation the study is focused on the network consisting of these four types of neurons,

and the effect of the inferior cardiac (IC) and ventricular dilator (VD) neurons is ignored.

LP and PY, known as near-oscillators or follower neurons, spike tonically when

isolated from the pacemaker AB and PD (Golowasch et al., 1999). However, they are able

to burst in response to inhibitory synapses from pacemaker neurons. Figure 1.1(c) shows a

recording of the AB, PD, LP and PY neurons. The pacemaker neurons AB and PD oscillate

in phase, and the LP and PY neurons burst during the inactive state of the pacemaker

neurons. It also shows a phase difference between the LP and PY bursts: LP bursts earlier

than PY during each cycle. There are three to five PY neurons in each pyloric network and

these neurons can have fairly distinct activity phases.
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Figure 1.1 The Pyloric Network of the Stomatogastric Ganglion (STG) System of
Crab Cancer borealis. (a) The simplified plot of the stomatogastric nervous system
(STNS). Neurons in both pyloric and gastric mill networks are located in the STG. (b) The
structure of the pyloric network. AB, PD, LP, IC, PY, VD are the six types of neurons in
the pyloric network. There are complex electrical and chemical synapses among these
neurons. (c) The tri-phasic oscillation in the pyloric network: The pacemaker neurons AB
and PD oscillate in phase. The follower neurons LP and PY burst during the quiescent
duration of the pacemaker, and LP bursts in a more advanced phase than PY.

Source: F. Nadim, unpublished.

1.3.2 Neuromodulation and Synaptic Blockers

During the neuromodulation process, a neuromodulator is a substance released by a neuron

at a synapse and transfers signals to adjacent or distant neuron(s). Neuromodulators exist in

both vertebrate and invertebrate animals, and they change the intrinsic properties of

individual neurons and/or the strength of the synapses between them (Pearson, 1993;

Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
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Neuromodulation plays an important role in modulating the activities of the pyloric

network. For example, Dopamine (DA) reduces the maximum conductance of the

A-current in LP and PY and increases the voltage threshold for activation and inactivation

of the A-current and the h-current at the same time (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a).

Synaptic blockers are chemicals which can be used to block or attenuate certain

synapse(s). For instance, Picrotoxin (PTX) blocks all glutamatergic synapses in the pyloric

network (Marder and Paupardin-Tritsch, 1978; Bidaut, 1980), including those from the

pacemaker neuron AB. Tetraethylammonium (TEA) or atropine blocks the cholinergic

inhibitory synapses including the synapses from PD to LP and PY(Marder and Eisen,

1984). One application in this research is that PTX is applied to block the inhibitory

synapses from the pacemaker neuron AB to the follower neurons LP and PY. (The

synapses from PD to LP and PY are very weak in STG of Cancer Borealis, therefore their

existence is ignored during the experimental work (Rabbah and Nadim, 2007).) Dynamic

Clamp is then applied to make an artificial pacemaker neuron whose period and duty cycle

can be changed easily.

1.3.3 Dynamic Clamp

Dynamic Clamp is a new technique which provides an interface between the computer and

biological cells. It allows scientists to inject artificial current(s) developed at the computer

into the biological cells (Prinz et al., 2004). The artificial currents are described by

mathematical equations, and they can represent both intrinsic and synaptic currents. The

Dynamic Clamp method has been applied in various fields including cardiac
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electrophysiology (Wilders, 2006), lumbar motoneurones (Brizzi et al., 2004) and

Cerebellar Purkinje Cells (Jaeger and Bower, 1999).

In this research, the Dynamic Clamp is applied in the follower neurons PY in a

series of experiments. The aim is to detect how the intrinsic properties, such as the

A-current, affect the activity phase of PY, and how to predict the shift of the activity phase

when the period and duty cycle of the pacemaker neurons vary. The Dynamic Clamp

experiments were performed in the Nadim lab (unpublished data) on Cancer borealis PY

neurons in two-electrode current clamp mode as described in (Rabbah et al., 2005). The

Dynamic Clamp software used here has been developed in the Nadim laboratory and is

available for free download at (http://stg.rutgers.edu/software/index.htm).

1.3.4 Dynamical Systems and Singular Perturbation

The techniques of mathematical and computational modeling are applied in this

dissertation for exploring the effect of the A-current interacting with other intrinsic and

synaptic properties on the activity phase of the follower neurons, and for predicting the

membrane potential behavior of the biological neurons. Knowledge of dynamical systems

and the theorems of geometric singular perturbation are used to analyze the systems of the

non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

The mathematical theory of dynamical systems is based on the qualitative theory of

ordinary differential equations which was first formulated by Poincaré (Poincaré, 1905;

Poincaré, 1907). Originally a dynamical system was considered as an isolated mechanical

system described by Newtonian differential equations. At present the concept of a
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dynamical system applies to any time-dependent process (Chueshov, 2002). With the

usage of dynamical systems, problems in various fields including physics, chemistry,

biology and economics can be analyzed qualitatively.

Phase space analysis is one of the most important tools for understanding the

dynamical systems. It is especially useful for analyzing problems which cannot be solved

analytically since it provides geometric views for the transient and steady state behaviors

of the dynamical systems (Perko, 2001). For example, in a dynamical system with two

ordinary differential equations, a two-dimensional phase plane can be used to visualize the

steady state values (or the nullcline) of each dependent variable, the flow vector field

which shows the direction of the movement and the flow of the trajectory in the phase

plane. Periodic solutions, specifically stable ones known as limit cycles, are widespread in

problems of neuroscience. It has been shown that many kinds of periodic solutions can be

studied using phase plane analysis (Morris and Lecar, 1981; Bell and Craciun, 2005;

Hodge et al., 2006).

Many dynamical systems descriptions of biological problems are singularly

perturbed due to the different time scales involved in the biological processes. Different

from a regular perturbation problem, a singular perturbation problem includes a small

positive parameter (c) which results in a solution that evolves in two scales (Verhulst,

2005). Usually the solution of a singularly perturbed system can be approximated by

replacing the small parameter E by zero, in the original or rescaled equations, and then

solving a group of lower-dimensional systems.

It has been proved that under certain conditions, a two-variable singularly

perturbed system can have the solution of a unique stable limit cycle which lies 0(E) close
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to the singular solution (Mishchenko and Rosov, 1980). This theory has been widely

applied in mathematical modeling for understanding the spiking and bursting properties in

various neural networks. For example, the spiking property in some small neural networks

was studied by using the techniques of dynamical systems and the theorems about limit

cycles (Ermentrout and Kopell, 1998). Other examples show that the maintenance of the

bursting phases was explored based on the singular perturbation and the limit cycle

theories (Bose et al., 2004; Mouser et al., 2008).

The mathematical models used in this dissertation are based on a two-dimensional

singularly perturbed model which can be tuned to have a limit cycle solution by setting the

parameters appropriately (Mishchenko and Rosov, 1980). Other time-dependent variables

are added into the model in order to describe the dynamics of the A-current and other

intrinsic properties; therefore, in the current models, the number of dependent variables is

more than two. Under this circumstance the dynamics in the phase space can be analyzed

by considering the dynamics of the trajectory in a family of "phase planes" determined by

the periodic property. By replacing the small perturbation parameter by zero or rescaling

the time variable, lower dimensional systems can be obtained and used for solving for the

analytic solutions.

1.3.5 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a computing technique inspired by genetic biology. It simulates

the natural evolution processes which follow the principle of "survival of the fittest" first

laid down by Charles Darwin. From the mathematical point of view, GA is a probabilistic

search algorithm; and from the engineering point of view, it is an adaptive iterative

optimization process. When GA is implemented as a computer simulation, each individual
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in a population can be translated into a chromosome, traditionally represented as a binary

string (other encodings are also possible, such as float strings etc.). Individuals in the first

generation are generated randomly within their ranges. The fitness value for each

individual is then calculated by an evaluation function. The iteration is ended if any

individual satisfies the terminating condition; otherwise a new population is generated.

Based on the fitness values, some individuals are selected stochastically for a series of

operations (such as mutation and crossover) and then added back to the population.

Individuals in the new population are then evaluated by the evaluation function. The same

procedure is repeated until the terminating condition is satisfied. Unlike other optimization

methods such as the steepest decent method, GA avoids reaching the local extreme

solutions because of its global selection property.

Genetic Algorithms have been applied for solving various high-dimensional

problems. For instance, GAs can be used to find the most effective stimulus in large

parameter spaces for sensory neurons in the cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus of

anaesthetised guinea pigs in a relatively short period of time (Bleeck et al., 2003). Another

example is that GA is applied to determine the conductance density distributions for a

computational model in order to simulate endogenous bursting behavior of the leech heart

interneurons (Tobin et al., 2006). In this dissertation GA is applied in a similar way in the

second example.

In this research, a Genetic Algorithm is implemented in MATLAB in order to build

a five-compartment computational model to simulate the biological PY neuron. There are

more than fifty equations in this model, and the dimension of the parameter space is

between 10 and 100 during different stages of computation. During the execution of the
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evaluation function, a program written in NETWORK is called for solving the ODEs

system.



CHAPTER 2

PREDICTION OF THE ACTIVITY PHASE

The research in this chapter is focused on simulating the follower neurons PY which

receive inhibitory synaptic inputs from the pacemaker neurons AB and PD. Since AB and

PD neurons oscillate in phase, in the rest of the dissertation I will use the membrane

potential traces of PD to represent the pacemaker neurons.

2.1 Introduction

Bursting oscillations occur in many neurons and other cell types and underlie rhythmic

activity in many networks of the central nervous system. In the mammalian

thalamocortical system, for example, bursting occurs in the thalamocortical neurons during

EEG-synchronized sleep (McCormick and Bal, 1997). Other examples include the

circadian rhythmicity which results from the interaction of the circadian pacemaker,

comprised of the neurons of the suprachiasmatic nucleus and other neurons such as the

photoreceptors (Moore, 1999). Bursting oscillations are particularly prevalent in neurons

of central pattern generators (CPGs) that produce rhythmic motor activity. These types of

neurons include, for instance, the respiratory neurons in the pre-Botzinger complex of the

brain stem that exhibit pacemaker bursting activity (Johnson et al., 1994).

The activity of oscillatory networks of neurons is determined by the oscillation

frequency as well as the activity phase of the component neurons within each cycle. In

16
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many oscillatory networks, the relative bursting phase among neurons plays an important

role in determining the normal or dysfunctional output of the network. In CPGs, for

instance, the relative phase of neurons or groups of neurons determines the order of muscle

contractions and therefore the motor behavior (Marder and Bucher, 2007). It has also been

shown that the motor system dysfunction associated with Parkinson's disease, is critically

dependent on how the phase relationships between basal ganglia nuclei are affected by the

loss of dopamine (Walters et al., 2007). The phase difference between neurons is often

maintained over a wide range of frequencies (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder et al.,

2005).

The A-current is a transient outward potassium current that is present in most

neuronal types and contributes to spike timing. The A-current is an essential factor in

determining the frequency-current response of neurons, as was first shown in the seminal

paper of Connor and Stevens (Connor and Stevens, 1971). In the CA3 pyramidal cells in

the hippocampus, the activation of the A-current underlies the propagation failure of action

potentials in axons (Debanne et al., 1997). The A-current has been shown to be important

in determining the post-inhibitory rebound bursting phase of neurons and its effect on

determining this phase is subject to the neuromodulation of the current by dopamine

(Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a).

In order to investigate how the A-current interacts with other intrinsic and synaptic

factors to affect the activity phase of a follower neuron, the research is focused on a simple

inhibitory network consisting of a pacemaker neuron and a follower neuron. The prototype

of the modeling includes two neurons, the pyloric dilator (PD) and the pyloric constrictor

(PY), of the pyloric CPG in the stomatogastric nervous system of the crab Cancer borealis.
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The PD neurons are members of the pyloric pacemaker ensemble and produce very regular

bursting activity with a period of around 1 sec. The follower PY neurons are also members

of the pyloric system which oscillate due to the synaptic inhibition they receive from the

pacemaker neurons.

The activity phase of pyloric follower neurons such as PY has been partially

attributed to the presence and extent of the A-currents in these neurons (Harris-Warrick et

al., 1995a; MacLean et al., 2005). In the current study, the dynamic clamp technique has

been used to verify the role of the A-current in setting the activity phase of follower PY

neurons. Based on these results, a 3-variable model has been developed to analyze how the

interaction between the A-current and other intrinsic properties of the follower neuron

determine the post-inhibition activity phase of this neuron. This model, which is based on

the model of Bose et al. (2004), focuses on the bursting envelope of the follower neuron

and the spiking properties are ignored.

The techniques of phase space analysis and separation of time scales are applied to

determine the factors that determine the fate of the follower neuron trajectory following

inhibition in a single cycle of oscillation. These results are then used to derive a set of

equations that describe the steady state phase of the follower neuron in response to a

repetitive periodic input. These equations depend on a set of model parameters, including

the active and inactive durations of the pacemaker neurons. Finally, the phase of the

follower neuron as predicted by these equations is compared with the phase of the

biological PY neurons when the network cycle period is varied using different protocols.
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2.2 Post-Inhibition Phase of an Oscillatory Neuron and the Role of the A-Current

This study is motivated by the observation that different neurons in a CPG network are

active at different phases of each cycle of oscillations. These distinct phases often

command the contraction phases of distinct muscles which, in a coordinated fashion,

produce meaningful movements. CPG network neurons are typically subject to inhibitory

inputs and produce activity upon rebound from this inhibition. An example of this type of

activity is shown for the PY neurons in Figure 2.1(a). There are three to five PY neurons in

the pyloric CPG and these neurons can have fairly distinct activity phases. As seen in

Figure 2.1(a), PY1 has a more advanced phase than PY2, while PY3 does not spike at all. It

has been shown that the activity phase of the PY neuron is affected by the strength of the

A-current (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a). The study in this chapter is based on the

hypothesis that the strength and kinetics of the A-current in individual PY neurons can

determine their distinct activity phases.

In order to quantitatively demonstrate how the A-current affects the activity phase,

an artificial A-current is injected into a single PY neuron using the dynamic clamp

technique and measured the shift in the PY neuron activity phase while varying the

maximum conductance (g A) of the A-current. Figure 2.1(b) shows the experimental results.

In Case i, gA is equal to zero and therefore the trace shows the membrane potential of the

PY neuron without any additional input. In Cases ii-iv gA was increased gradually, and the

activity of the PY neuron is shifted to a later phase. When the maximum conductance was

very large (Case iv), there were no action potentials and the active phase of the PY neuron

was effectively suppressed. This case was similar to the ongoing activity of the PY3 neuron

in Figure 2.1(a).
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In the following sections, we will use a simplified neuronal model to analytically

explore the role of the A-current in determining the activity phase of CPG neurons such as

the PY neuron. These analytical results will then be used to predict this phase for the

biological neuron as a function of the frequency and duty cycle of the oscillatory inhibition

it receives.

Figure 2.1 The Effect of the A-Current on the Activity Phase of Biological and Model
PY Neurons. (a) Simultaneous recording of three biological PY neurons in the crab STG.
All PY neurons receive periodic inhibitory synaptic input from the pyloric pacemaker
neurons. The activity of the pacemaker neurons can be seen in the extracellular nerve
recording (pdn, bottom trace). Note that the PY neurons burst with different time delays
(arrows) with respect to onset of the pacemaker input (vertical dotted line). PY2 has a more
delayed phase than PY1, while PY3 does not spike at all. (b) An artificial A-current was
injected into a PY neuron, using the dynamic clamp technique, and its strength (gA, the
maximum conductance) was increased from top to bottom (in nS: is 0, ii: 50, iii: 100, iv:
200), resulting in an increase in the delay to the active state. When the maximum
conductance was too large (iv), the PY neuron was not able to reach the active state and
there were no action potentials. Note that even without the dynamic clamp A-current, there
was a delay to the active state of the PY neuron presumably due to its intrinsic biological
A-current. (c) The effect of the A-current shown in panel b can be mimicked by simulating
the three-variable model with different values of gA . Note that this model represents only
the envelope of slow oscillations and the spikes seen in the biological neuron are smoothed
over. Model parameters: (in ms) Tin = Tact = 500, Thi = 495, Thm = 810, Thh = 1000, T„,/ = 40,
Tw„, = 100, Twh= 800; (in mV) EL = -60, Eca = 120, v„, = -1.2, k„, = -18, EK = - 84, vw = 15,
k„ = -5, v, = -6 , kn = -0.5, vh = -10 , kh = 0.1, Emh= -80; (in nS) = 2, ga, = 4, gic = gA
= 3.5(i), 3.7(ii), 4(iii), 5(iv), ginh= 2 ; (in pA) /ext = 75.
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2.3 Models

2.3.1 General Equations

The model in this chapter is based on the model of Bose et al. (2004) which includes three

variables to determine the bursting envelope: two variables (v and w) are from the

Morris-Lecar (ML) model representing the membrane potential of the follower neuron and

the activation variable of the potassium current, and one variable h describing the

A-current inactivation. This model represents only the envelope of the oscillatory activity

in the PY neurons; the spikes shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are smoothed over as they do

not play an important role in determining the effect of the A-current. The equations for the

model are given as

represents the ML terms, and woo(v), no,(v) and hoo(v) are sigmoidal functions respectively

representing the steady state values of the activation variable for the potassium current, the

activation and inactivation variables for the A-current. Each sigmoidal function has the

form:
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Here lc, is negative for activation variables and positive for deactivation variables. The

sigmoid is considered to be steep when the parameter kx 0(c1) where 0 < E 1 << 1. In the

current model k and kh are set to be small (— 0(0), but kw , which determines the shape of

the w-nullcline, can be small or large. The time constants tw(v) and Th(v) determine the

speed with which the variables w and h change in different voltage regions.

The synaptic current has the following expression:

soo(vo) was set as a steep sigmoid in order to simplify the synaptic mechanics.

Figure 2.1 (c) shows the voltage traces simulated by the model for different values

of gA . As in the model of Bose et al., the activity of the pacemaker neuron is simplified by

defining the membrane potential vo of the PD neuron as a square wave oscillating

periodically between -50 mV and 0 mV with active duration Tact and inactive duration T,„

(Figure 2.1(c), bottom trace). As seen in Figure 2.1c, the model neuron membrane potential

oscillations consist of three voltage ranges (low, medium and high) and transitions between

these three states. The low voltage state corresponds to the inhibition from the pacemaker;

the high voltage state represents the spiking or active state and the medium voltage state

represents the post-inhibition state before spiking occurs. As with the biological neuron

(Figure 2.1(b)), when the value of gA is increased from top to bottom, the duration spent in

the high voltage state decreases (Figure 2.1(c), Cases i-iii) and thus the active phase is

more and more delayed. For large enough gA the active phase is suppressed (Case iv).
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2.3.2 The Role of the A-Current and the Inhibition in the v-w and w-h Phase Planes

The trajectory of the follower neuron in its three-variable phase space can be analyzed by

considering the dynamics of the trajectory on two distinct two-dimensional manifolds: the

v-w plane and the w-h plane (described further below). The dynamics of the trajectory in

the v-w plane are described using a family of "phase planes" parameterized by the slow

variable h which represents the inactivation of the A-current.

Without the A-current term, the ML model is described by a cubic v-nullcline and a

sigmoidal w-nullcline in the v-w phase plane (Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998). When a

trajectory lies near the left branch the neuron is said to be silent; when it is near the right

branch the neuron is called active. The left and right branches of the v-nullcline

correspond, respectively, to the low- and high-voltage states as described in Figure 2.1(c).

In the ML model, if a fixed point lies on the sections of the v-nullcline that have negative

slope (i.e. the left or right branch) it is stable and if it is in the section with the positive slope

(between the minimum and maximum) it is unstable (Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998). With

the parameters used in Figure 2.1(c), in the absence of an A-current, the v- and w-nullclines

intersect on the right branch at a stable fixed point (FP2 in Figure 2.2(a)), which implies

that without inhibition, the model neuron is always active. This corresponds to the fact that

the PY neurons are active (spike tonically) when they do not receive inhibition from the

pacemaker (Rabbah and Nadim, 2005).

In the presence of the A-current term, however, there is an additional "middle

branch" on the v-nullcline that has negative slope and therefore the nullcline shape is

quintic (Figure 2.2(a)). Due to the negative slope of this branch, any fixed point that lies on

it would also be stable. The notations LB, MB and RB will be used to denote the left
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branch, middle branch and right branch, respectively (Figure 2.2(a)). The assumption that

the steady state inactivation curve of the A-current is steep (k r, is small) implies that MB is

almost vertical. In fact, for the remainder of this manuscript it is assumed that MB is

vertical (e i = 0). The consequences of relaxing this assumption have been examined in a

separate study (Zhang and Nadim, 2008). The lower knee, the upper knee and the fixed

point (when present; FP in Figure 2.2(a)) on MB are named as LK, UK and FP. When h

decreases (i.e. the A-current inactivates), LB is unchanged, but MB shrinks (LK moves

up), and RB moves up as well (Figure 2.2(a)).

The inhibition from the pacemaker neuron causes the v-nullcline to move down

vertically for a distance depending on the strength of the inhibitory synapse (Figure 2.2(b)),

as seen by the influence of the negative term linh in Equation (1). For large enough

inhibition, this shift always results in a stable fixed point (FP1) on the left branch (called

LB 1 for the inhibited nullcline; Figure 2.2(b)). In this study, it has been assumed that the

onset and decay of inhibition is fast and therefore the inhibition is only important during

the active state (Tact) of the pacemaker.
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Figure 2.2 The Changes of the Nullclines Caused by the A-Current and the Inhibition
in the v-w Phase Plane. (a) The presence of the A-current term causes an additional
middle branch on the v-nullcline that has negative slope and therefore the nullcline shape is
quintic. LB, MB and RB represent the left, middle and right branches of the v-nullcline
respectively. UK and LK denote the upper and lower knee of MB. As the inactivation
fraction h decreases, MB shrinks from LK. The dashed nullcline represents an intermediate
value of h. (b) The inhibition from the pacemaker neuron causes the v-nullcline to move
down vertically for a distance depending on the strength of the inhibitory synapse. FP, 141) 1

and IrP2 represent fixed points in the v-w phase plane.

In the v-w phase plane, the steepness and midpoint of the w-nullcline determine the

existence of a stable fixed point on MB. If there is an intersection on MB (Figure 2.3(a)),

then the fixed point exists and is locally stable. If the w-nullcline sits above MB, there will

be no fixed point on MB. However, in this case the flow on MB is still attracted by the

w-nullcline and, although there is no fixed point on MB, for each point on MB there is a

"pseudo-fixed point" on the w-nullcline above MB (Figure 2.3(c)). The pseudo-fixed point

can be formally defined for any point (v, w) located on the middle-branch as the point (v,

w') with the same v-coordinate on the w-nullcline. Any fixed point or pseudo fixed point is

labeled by FP.

The w-h phase plane is used to analyze the dynamics of the trajectory following the

release from inhibition, when the A-current is large enough to prevent an immediate jump
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to the active state. In this case, the trajectory lands on MB (corresponding to the

middle-voltage state in Figure 2.1(c)). Although MB is a one-dimensional curve in the v-w

phase plane, the dynamics of the trajectory are in fact determined primarily by both slow

variables. Thus, it is simpler to analyze the fate of the trajectory on MB by examining its

evolution in the w-h phase plane.

Figures 2.3(b) and 2.3(d) show the curves representing LK UK and FP in the w-h

phase plane, corresponding, respectively, to the two cases shown in Figures 2.3(a) and

2.3(c). The curves LK, UK and FP represent the lower and upper knees of MB and the

fixed point as seen in the v-w phase plane. The shadowed areas represent the possible

ranges of the trajectories. UK and FP are vertical lines as their positions in the w-direction

are not changed. LK is a curve with negative slopes since the h value deceases as the w

value is increasing when the trajectory is moving on MB. Consistent with the locations of

FP and UK shown in the v-w phase plane (Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(c)), in Figure 2.3(b), FP is

on the left of UK while, in Figure 2.3(d), FP is on the right of UK. The black arrow in each

of these two figures shows the flow direction in the w-h phase plane.
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Figure 2.3 The Parameters of the A-Current, in Conjunction with Other Intrinsic Model
Parameters, Can Determine the Fate of the Follower Neuron Trajectory. Two
qualitatively distinct cases are shown in the phase space based on the shape and relative
position of the nullclines which are in turn determined by the relative positions of w oo(v) and
MB (blue segment of the v-nullcline). Panels a and c show these two cases in the v-w phase
plane; panels b and d show the same cases in the w-h phase plane respectively. In the w-h phase
plane (b and d), the curves LK, FP and UK correspond to the lower knee LK, the upper knee
UK and the fixed point FP in the v-ikl phase plane. The point "Start" denotes the entrance of the
trajectory into the w-h phase plane and the grey area represents the potential paths of the
trajectory. Case 1 (a & 13, fixed point on MB): (a) In the v-w phase plane, the two nullclines
intersect at FP on the middle branch (MB). (b) In the w-h phase plane, the trajectory is blocked
by FP and can never reach UK. Case 2 (c & d; no fixed point on MB): (c) In the v-w phase
plane, there is no intersection on the middle branch of the v-nullcline. (d) In the w-h phase
plane, FP is to the right of UK and therefore the trajectory may reach UK.
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2.3.3 The Singular Perturbation Assumption and the Reduced Equations

The membrane potential of the follower neuron can be mapped to a trajectory on the v-w

phase plane. For c small enough (see Equations (2.1)), the system is singularly perturbed

(Mishchenko and Rosov, 1980). As a consequence, in some regions of phase space, v

changes very quickly while w and h remain nearly constant. In other regions, the behavior

of v can be slaved to that of w and h. Equations to describe either can be obtained by setting

= 0 in Equations (2.1) or a time-rescaled version of Equations (2.1). These two sets of

equations are respectively referred to as the slow and the fast equations and can be obtained

as follows.

The slow equations are found by setting E = 0 in Equations (2.1):

(2.5)

Note that the first equation in (2.5) describes the v-nullcline, thus indicating that the slow

equations describe the dynamics of the trajectory on this nullcline.

The fast equations are obtained by rescaling t = E in Equations (2.1) and then

setting E = 0:
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These equations control the trajectory during the jumps between the branches of the

v-nullcline. Note that the last two equations in (2.6) imply that the values of w and h do not

vary during these jumps.

Each cycle of the trajectory is pieced together using solutions of Equation (2.5) to

determine the movement on the branches of the v-nullcline and of Equation (2.6) to

determine the jumps between these branches. For instance, during the inhibition by the

pacemaker neurons, the trajectory moves toward F1 3 1 on LB' during Tact, and it stays near

FP 1 due to its stability (Figure 2.4(a)). When the inhibition ends, the v-nullcline is raised

(as described in Figure 2.2(b)). FP 1 no longer exists therefore the trajectory can jump to

MB. In fact the trajectory is able to jump when it reaches the knee on any branch. For

example, when the trajectory encounters the lower knee of MB, it jumps to RB. These

jumps correspond to saddle-node bifurcation in the fast equations (Equation (2.6)) (Rinzel

and Ermentrout, 1998). The existence of a trajectory to the full system (Equations (2.1))

that is close to the "pieced-together" trajectory obeying the lower-dimensional slow and

fast Equations (2.5) and (2.6) follows from the results of geometric singular perturbation

theory as described by Mishchenko and Rosov (1980).

The trajectories of interest are restricted to three branches of the v-nullcline: the left

branch LB in the presence of inhibition and the middle and right branches (MB and RB) in

its absence, and the jumps between these branches. The slow equations for the trajectory

moving on LB I , MB and RB are given as:

On LB 1:
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(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The simplifying assumption that hop(v) is steep (kh is small) implies that hoo(v)= 1 on

LB' and hco(v) = 0 on MB and RB. The time constants for w and h on the left branches (LB

and LB 1 ), the middle branch (MB) and the right branch (RB) are set as Twl and Thi, Twm and

Th in , and T„h and Thh respectively. All time constants are assumed to be of the same order of

magnitude as Tact (O(Tact)) unless otherwise specified in the Results. In cases where two

time constants are assumed to be of different orders of magnitude (i.e. ti T2), the larger

one (12 in this case) is assumed to be O(Tact).
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2.4 Results

As described above, a numerical simulation of the model (Equations (2.1)) with different

parameter sets can reproduce the variety of phase delays observed in the biological PY

neurons. The goal in this study is to determine which parameters result in the distinct

values of the activity phase delay in the model neuron following inhibition, and to derive

the relationships among parameters that would allow this activity phase to be predicted as a

function of the activity of the pacemaker neuron. At the beginning the behavior of the

trajectory in a single cycle is described and then this information is used to derive the

activity phase in response to a periodic input. Because the activity phase of the neuron

following inhibition is determined by the time it spends on the middle branch MB, the

research focus is how the trajectory lands on MB, the factors that determine its fate on MB

and where it goes after leaving MB.

2.4.1 The Fate of the Trajectory on MB

Suppose at the beginning the trajectory is at FP2 (Figure 2.4(a)). Assume at t = 0 the

follower neuron is inhibited and the trajectory lands on LB'. For the duration of inhibition

(Tact), the trajectory moves downwards along LB' towards the stable fixed point FP,

(Figure 2.4(a)). An assumption is that Twi is small enough on LB' such that, during the

inhibited state, the trajectory reaches a small neighborhood of FP 1 . At the same time, the

inactivation variable h of the A-current increases with time constant rm. The growth of h

does not affect the shape of LB', but does result in a larger MB'. In fact, the size of MB' is

related to how long the follower neuron stays in the inactive state. At the end of the

inhibition, the trajectory in the v-w plane is released from a neighborhood the fixed point
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FP I and jumps horizontally to MB. Once the trajectory lands on MB, h begins to decay

with the time constant Thin which causes MB to shrink from the lower knee LK. At the same

time, the trajectory moves at the rate z w,, towards the fixed point FP.

Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(c) show two possible cases — Case 1 and Case 2 — depending

on the shape and relative position of the v and w nullclines in the v-w phase plane. In Case

1 the w-nullcline crosses the v-nullcline on the middle branch and UK is always higher than

FP in the w direction, while in Case 2 UK is lower than FP as the w-nullcline is above the

middle branch of the v-nullcline. The trajectory cannot reach UK in Case 1 therefore it can

only jump to the right if LK moves fast enough during Ten . In Case 2, however, FP is above

the middle branch, which allows the trajectory to jump left if it moves fast enough to reach

UK during T;,,. Although these two possibilities are not exhaustive, they indicate how the

structure of the nullclines can determine the fate of the trajectory on MB.

Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(d) show the possible trajectories of Case 1 and Case 2,

respectively, in the w-h phase plane. The curves LK, UK and FP are as defined in Figure

2.3. The difference between Cases 1 and 2 is that, in the w-h phase plane, the FP curve lies

to the left of the UK curve in the former case but to its right in the latter (Figures 2.4(b) and

2.4(d)). Thus, from the relative positions of the LK, UK and FP curves, it immediately

follows that, in Case 1, the trajectory can only leave MB by jumping from LK to RB

(because FP blocks the access to UK), whereas in Case 2, a trajectory could leave MB

either by reaching LK and jumping to RB or by reaching UK and jumping to LB.
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Figure 2.4 The Dynamics of Cases 1 (a & b) and 2 (c & d) in the v-w and w-h Phase
Planes. (a) In Case 1, the trajectory jumps to the left branch (LB 1 ) from FP2 at the onset of
inhibition and then moves along LB 1 to FP 1 during Tin. When the inhibition ends, the
trajectory jumps to the middle branch MB and moves toward FP. At the same time, MB
shrinks from LK due to the decay of h. (b) In the w-h phase plane, four subcases are
possible based on the relative size of the two time constants r ti, yy, and rhm . Note, however,
that the only way the trajectory can leave this phase plane is by reaching LK. (c) In Case 2
the shape of the w-nullcline causes wFp > wuK on MB. After landing on MB, the trajectory
moves toward PP, and LK rises simultaneously as the MB shrinks. (d) Five subcases can
be achieved in the w-h phase plane based on the relative size of and Thm . In this case,
trajectories 1 and 3 leave the phase plane by reaching UK whereas trajectories 2 and 4
leave from LK. The fate of trajectory 5 is unclear since it reaches the intersection of LK and
UK. Insets on the right of panels b and d show the time traces of the pacemaker and the
follower neuron in each subcase.

2.4.1.1 Case 1 	 The trajectory arrives on MB through a horizontal jump (in the v-w

plane) and therefore the initial w value on MB is the same as the last value on LB 1 . The

movement of the trajectory in the w-h phase plane is determined by the time constants

and rim,. According to these time constants, several subcases can be defined that represent
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all possible trajectories on MB. Each subcase is shown as an arrowed curve on the w-h

manifold (Figure 2.4(b)). In Case 1, for instance, there are four subcases: Subcase 1

satisfies the condition TH,,, < < Thin which causes a fast motion in the w direction, therefore

the trajectory rapidly moves to FP immediately after landing on MB, and it follows the FP

curve vertically down until it reaches the LK curve. Subcase 2 satisfies the condition -rm,„,

>> Thm, which makes the trajectory move rapidly in the h direction until it reaches the LK

curve. In Subcase 3 and 4, ii,,, and Tim are of the same order and therefore there is no rapid

movement in either the w or the h direction. The trajectory either reaches FP first and then

moves vertically down to LK (Subcase 3) or moves directly to LK without encountering FP

(Subcase 4). Note that in all four subcases, the trajectory eventually reaches LK and jumps

to RB. Subcases 1 and 3 are distinguished from 2 and 4 by the fact that the fixed point is

playing a role in determining the movement of the trajectory. Bose et al. (2004) examined

only Subcase 1 as defined here.) Note also that Subcases 1, 3 and 4, but not 2, result in a

measurable delay to activity of the follower neuron (insets in Figure 2.4(b)).

2.4.1.2 Case 2 A similar method is applied to analyze Case 2. In this case, because

the w-nullcline is relatively shallow, it does not intersect MB in the v-w plane. In Subcase

1 the trajectory moves quickly in the w-direction and reaches UK almost immediately after

landing on MB, which leads to a left jump back to LB. Subcase 2 is the same as that in Case

1, in which the trajectory reaches LK fast and then jumps to RB. Subcase 3 and 4 show the

cases when r i,„,,,, and thm are of the same order. The trajectory reaches UK and jumps left in

the former and it reaches LK and jumps right in the latter. Subcase 5 shows a rare

possibility that the trajectory reaches UK and LK at the same time when MB shrinks to a

point or when h = 0. In this case the fate of the trajectory remains ambiguous.
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Note that in Case 1, although the delay to activity in Subcases 1, 3 and 4 can be

quite similar, Subcase 1 is inherently distinct from the other two. In this subcase, the delay

to the active phase is caused only by the presence of the fixed point FP and the delay caused

by the time spent in MB would completely disappear if the FP disappeared (e.g. if gca is

increased in Equations(2.1)), in which case the behavior of the follower neuron would be

identical to that of Subcase 1 of Case 2 (Figure 2.4(d)).

2.4.1.3 Simulation of the Biological Neurons The geometric setup described in

Figure 2.4 now is used to demonstrate the distinct behaviors of the biological PY neurons.

In order to simulate the biological PY neurons, only the subcases in Case 1 need to be

considered, since the membrane potential of PY never moves to the inactive state without

receiving inhibition. Therefore in the v-w phase plane, the trajectory can only jump to the

right or stay on MB (till the next cycle of inhibition) after landing on it. Figures 2.5(a) and

2.5(b) show these two possibilities. In Figure 2.5(a), the left panel shows the model

solution which represents the activity of PY1 in Figure 2.1(a) and Case i in Figure 2.1(b);

the middle panel shows the trajectory of the solution in the v-w phase plane; and the right

panel shows the trajectory in the w-h phase plane describing the activity on MB. In this

case the trajectory moves faster in the h direction than in the w direction (as in Subcase 4 of

Figure 2.4(b)) and therefore it reaches LK directly and then jumps to the right.

Figure 2.5(b) shows a simulation with a stronger A-current corresponding to PY3

in Figure 2.1(a) and Case iv in Figure 2.1(b). The three panels show the same information

as in Figure 2.5(a). It is clear (especially in the right panel) that in this case, the trajectory

does not move fast in the h direction: it reaches FP first and then moves along it. It fails to

reach LK during T,,,„ thus it cannot jump to the right. The trajectory remains near FP on MB
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until the next cycle of inhibition arrives (see PY trace in Figure 2.5(b)). The inhibition

moves the v-nullcline down and the trajectory jumps to the left.

2

Figure 2.5 The Periodic Solutions in Case 1 When the A-Current is Moderate (a) or
Strong (b). (a) Left panel: a modest A-current causes a phase delay to the active state.
Middle panel: the periodic solutions in the v-w phase plane. Right panel: The trajectory in
the w-h phase plane, which shows the dynamics on the middle branch. The trajectory
reaches the curve of the lower knee (LK) during T,,, therefore the membrane potential
reaches the active state after a phase delay. (b) Left panel: the follower neuron cannot
reach the active state when the A-current is strong. Middle panel: the periodic solutions in
the v-w phase plane. The trajectory jumps back to the left branch when the inhibition starts.
Right panel: The trajectory reaches the curve of the fixed point (FP), and then it moves
downward along FP. It does not reach LK during Tin , therefore the membrane potential
does not reach the active state. The arrows in the left and middle panels denote the inactive
(black), active (red) and intermediate (blue) states. The labels [1-4] in the middle panels
denote the v-nullcline corresponding to the times denoted by the same label in the left
panel.
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2.4.2 Periodic Solutions

The analysis in the w-h manifold provides a clear view of the possible fates of the trajectory

on the middle branch in a single cycle. However, the determination of this fate does not

guarantee knowledge of the long-term behavior of the follower neuron. This is because the

values of w or h may vary from cycle to cycle and may also depend on the history of these

variables in previous cycles. It is possible that these variables converge to a stationary

value (dynamic equilibrium) after a number of cycles. In order to determine the long-term

behavior of the follower neuron, it is necessary to track the values of w and h over multiple

cycles. In the following sections analytic expressions for each variable as a function of the

pacemaker and other network parameters are derived. These expressions are derived for a

representative case discussed above.

At first the accumulation of the inactivation variable h in Case 1 is examined, which

provides a vertical MB and a stable fixed point FP on it (Figures 2.3(a) and 2.4(a)). For

simplicity, it is assumed that the movement in the w direction on MB is fast compared to

the movement in the h direction (Subcase 1 or 3 in Figure 2.4(b)) and that Twi, rwh and Thh are

set properly to guarantee the trajectory lands on MB only from LB' in every cycle. Under

these two conditions there is no need to consider the variability of the w value in each

cycle. Suppose at t = 0 the pacemaker becomes active, and therefore the follower neuron

moves to its inactive state due to inhibition. Suppose the trajectory starts in the v-w plane

on the left branch with h(0) = 0. During 0 < t < Tact, the trajectory moves downwards and

obeys Equation (2.7); therefore at t = Tact:
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Following t = Tact, the follower neuron is released from inhibition, which is

reflected in the v-w phase plane as a jump from LB' to MB. When the trajectory lands on

the middle branch, it moves to FP and the lower knee LK begins to rise with time constant

Thin. (The assumptions above require that the trajectory does not reach LK before it reaches

FP.) The time 4, spent on the middle branch is determined by the equation

(2.11)

Here ye is the v value of the middle branch and t ni represents the time the trajectory spends

on the middle branch, which can be calculated explicitly (see also (Bose et al., 2004)) as

(2.12)

If the trajectory is able to jump to the right branch during (Tact, P—ca) where P

T„ i +T„.„ then at t = P:

Here ca represents the time the trajectory takes to exceed the w value of the upper knee of

MB 1 , wuKi, in the w direction while it is moving along RB. Ea equals to zero if wFp > wuKi;

when wFp < wun, if the trajectory jumps from MB to RB at a moment in (P—Ca, P), then

when the inhibition starts at t = P, the trajectory will return to MB I instead of LB 1 . ea can

be calculated by the following equation:

In order to avoid the trajectory landing on MB 1 , Twh and Thh are set to be small

thereby forcing Ea to also be small. Under this condition the interval (P—ca, P) can be

ignored for simplicity.



If the trajectory is unable to jump to the right branch during (Tact, P—ea), then at t =

P:

Based on the above steps it is concluded that the following recursive equations

describing the values of h in cycle n (ha) at the moments that the inhibition from the

pacemaker is removed at t = (n-1)P + Tact:

where denotes the time spent on the middle branch in the n th cycle. Note that if the time

spent on the left branch is too short, h would not become large enough (MB does not grow

enough) in that cycle and the log term in Equation (2.16)b can be negative. In this case, the

trajectory would not land on the middle branch and t m" is defined to be 0. The activity phase

go in each cycle can be calculated by

They converge to the steady state values h * and tm * which satisfy

In these equations, h * denotes the steady state value of h (inactivation of the

A-current) at the end of the inhibition from the pacemaker in each cycle and tm * is the
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steady state value of the time spent on the middle branch. Therefore the steady state

activity phase is

Equations (2.16)-(2.19) show that h, t o and ço can be represented as functions of Tin

and Tact, and therefore the cycle period (P) and the duty cycle (Tact/P) of the pacemaker

neurons play an important role in determining the activity phase of the follower neuron.

A natural question that arises from these calculations is whether these simplified

Equations (2.16)-(2.19) can be used to predict the activity phase of the biological PY

neurons. This question is addressed by using an experimental protocol to measure the

activity phase of the biological PY neurons as a function of the cycle period of the

pacemaker neurons. This experiment was performed by using two PY neurons. In order to

control the cycle period, the biological synapses from the pacemaker neurons to the PY

neurons were blocked (Rabbah and Nadim, 2005) and the dynamic clamp technique was

applied to produce an artificial synaptic input (from a model pacemaker neuron) to the PY

neurons. This allowed scientists to change the values of T,,, and Tact (and therefore the cycle

period) in a controlled manner. Three different protocols were applied for changing the

cycle period.

In the first protocol, the cycle period was changed by varying T,„ but keeping Tact

fixed. Figure 2.6(a) shows the membrane potentials of the two PY neurons when Tact = 500

ms and T,„= 300, 500, 1300 ms. Figure 2.6(b) shows the comparison of steady state phases

as predicted by Equations (2.16)-(2.19) and the activity phase of the biological PY

neurons. It is clear that the activity phase decreases with T,„. In the second protocol, the

cycle period was changed by varying both T,„ and Tact while keeping the duty cycle
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constant. In the third protocol, the cycle period was changed by keeping Tin fixed and

varying Tact . The results of the model and experiments for these two protocols are shown,

respectively, in Figures 2.6(c) and 2.6(d). As seen in Figures 2.6(b)-(d), the model provides

a good qualitative prediction of the activity phase of the PY neurons for all three protocols.

For the first two protocols and a large range of periods in the third protocol, there is also

very good quantitative agreement between the model and the experiments. Note that in

many central pattern generators, including the pyloric network, variations of cycle period

are similar to the protocol shown in Figure 2.6(c), where the duty-cycle of the pacemaker

neurons remains constant (Abbott et al., 1991; Bucher et al., 2005). Despite the fact that the

recursive equations were derived using several simplifying assumptions Figure 2.6

indicates that they can faithfully predict the activity phase of the biological neurons.



Figure 2.6 The Recursive Equations Predict the Activity Phase of the Model Neuron
and the Biological PY Neurons in a Reasonable Accuracy. (a) The time traces of two
biological PY neurons when P is varied by varying T„, (71, t is fixed). The solid bars denote
the active duration of the pacemaker input. The phase-period plot when P is varied by
varying T1  and keeping Tact fixed (b); by varying Tia and Tact but keeping the duty cycle
fixed (c); by varying Tact and keeping Tin fixed (d). In (b-d), the solid curve shows the phase
calculated from Equations (16-19); the filled squares show the phase of the 3-variable
model; the two dashed curves show the burst phase of the biological PY neurons.
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2.5 Summary

The A-current exists in many types of neurons and plays an important role in determining

the timing of the spiking or bursting activities (Gerber and Jakobsson, 1993;

Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a). In a network of bursting neurons, the A-current often acts to

delay the onset of the burst, thus setting the activity phase of different neurons within the

network (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a).

In a previous modeling study (Bose et al., 2004), it was examined as to how the

A-current can interact with short-term synaptic depression to promote phase maintenance

in a follower neuron when the frequency of the periodic input is varied. Because the focus

of the study of Bose et al. was on synaptic depression, only a single set of parameters

associated with the A-current were considered. In the current study, the focus of this work

is to understand how the parameters associated with the A-current lead to different activity

phases of a follower neuron. The study in this chapter was done in two stages. First,

dynamical systems analysis was used to determine the fate of the trajectory of the follower

neuron following inhibition in a single cycle. This information then was used to derive a set

of equations that describe the steady state activity phase of this neuron in response to a

periodic input. The activity phase predicted by these equations matched the activity phase

of follower PY neurons in the crab pyloric network when cycle period was varied through

different experimental protocols.

Although the analysis of the potential post-inhibition fates of the trajectory and the

resulting time delays in this chapter is not exhaustive, it indicates how such analysis could

be used effectively to determine the factors that control the activity time of a follower
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neuron. A more detailed analysis requires examining all possible phase-plane structures

that could arise due to the various model parameters and is shown in Chapter 3.

A three-variable model has been used to explore the factors that determine the

activity time of a neuron with A-current following periodic inhibitory inputs, and to predict

the activity phase of the biological follower neurons by solving the system analytically.

The results indicate that, even with a very simple model neuron, the interaction of the

A-current parameters and other intrinsic parameters can be quite complex and lead to

distinct model behaviors. Although the role of additional factors such as synaptic dynamics

and the interaction with other network neurons that can affect the role of the A-current in

determining the activity phase remains to be explored, the basic geometric tools have been

provided which could be used for such analysis in more complicated settings. The analysis

demonstrates that depending on the parameter configurations - corresponding to different

states of the biological neuron, different parameters could control the post-inhibition

activity phase.



CHAPTER 3

A DETAILED PHASE SPACE ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, a three-variable model is built and utilized to predict the activity phase of the

biological PY neurons. Phase plane analysis is applied to study how the intrinsic properties

affect the membrane potential behavior, and a set of recursive equations are derived for

calculating the activity phase in each cycle and the steady state value of the activity phase,

which can be used to predict the activity phase of the biological PY neurons. There is an

assumption for all of these works, which is that the middle branch MB is vertical, or the

activation fraction of the A-current, n,„(v), is a steep sigmoid.

When the middle branch is not vertical, or no,(v) is not steep, the dynamics of MB

becomes more complicated, and the fate of the trajectory on MB becomes more difficult to

predict. This chapter shows a complete classification of the possible cases based on the

structure and dynamics of the nullclines in the v-w phase plane. The fate of the trajectory in

each case is predicted by comparing the time constants of the slow variables and the

motions of the nullclines. More recursive equations are derived for more general cases. In

Chapter 2 only the slow variable h is considered accumulative during cycles. In this chapter

the value of the other slow variable, w, is also considered and expressed by another set of

recursive equations.

In addition, a set of recursive equations is also derived for calculating the two slow

variables of the follower neuron when it receives a relatively weaker synaptic inhibition.

45
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Under this circumstance, the activity phase of the follower neuron with a moderate

A-current does not differ from the normal inhibition cases, but with a strong A-current, the

activity phase is fairly different, and some unintuitive results can be seen.

3.2 Models

The equations for the model used in this chapter are basically the same as those in Chapter

2. However, there are two differences:

1. The activation fraction of the A-current, noo(v), can be a non-steep sigmoidal
function. In other words, the value of k„ in Equation (2.3) in Chapter 2 can be either small
or large.

2. When the synaptic inhibition is relatively weak, the trajectory may stay on the
middle branch during the active duration of the pacemaker. Therefore it is necessary to
show the slow equation on the inhibited middle branch, MI3 1 :

(3.1)

The other properties of the model keep the same as that in Chapter 2.

3.3 The Fate of the Trajectory on the Middle Branch

As in Chapter 2, the transient behavior of the trajectory on the middle branch is explored at

first. Assume at t = 0 the follower neuron begins to receive inhibition (as shown in Figure

2.4), and the trajectory jumps from FP 2 and lands on LB' in the v-w phase plane. During the
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duration of inhibition (Tact), the trajectory moves downwards along LB' towards the

neighborhood of the stable fixed point FP I (w decreases), and the value of h increases

which causes an extension of the middle branch MB. After the inhibition, the trajectory is

released for jumping to MB and starts to move up along MB towards FP. At the same time,

MB begins to shrink from the lower knee LK due to the h decaying. For the non-vertical

case, the slope of MB also changes. In general there are three possible situations that can

arise once the trajectory reaches MB:

Fate 1. The trajectory encounters LK and then jumps to the right branch.

Fate 2. The trajectory encounters UK and then jumps to the left branch.

Fate 3. The trajectory is not able to reach either LK or UK during Tin ; therefore it
cannot leave the middle branch in this cycle.

The fate of the trajectory can be affected by a number of factors, including the time

constants of the w and h variables, the shape of the v and w nullclines, and Ti„ and Tact, the

inactive and active duration of the pacemaker. The two cases — Case 1 and Case 2 in

Chapter 2 (Figure 2.4), for instance, are determined by the shape and relative position of

the two nullclines under the condition that MB is vertical. In Case 1, only Fate 1 and 3 are

feasible. In case 2, all three fates can occur, given that the other conditions are set

appropriately. Moreover, since in both cases the middle branch is vertical, the slope of the

middle branch does not change during the shrinking process. When nco(v) is not steep, MB

is not vertical anymore and its slope changes as h is decaying. Based on this significant

difference, all possible cases are classified into two categories:
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Category 1. the cases where n .(v) is steep (the two cases in Chapter 2).

Category 2. the cases where n ao(v) is not steep.

In all cases it is assumed that r,,/ is small enough on LB' such that when silent, the

trajectory reaches the neighborhood of FP 1 . For simplicity it is also assumed that when the

trajectory lands on MB it has a w value equal to that of FP 1 which, as can be seen, is less

than the w value of FP.

Understanding the shrinking of MB in the v-w phase plane is difficult. This is why

the w-h phase plane is considered, where the curves of LKs, UKs and FPs can be properly

visualized, and the motion of the trajectory on MB can be shown as curves as well.

3.3.1 Category 1

This category includes the two cases (Case 1 and Case 2) in Chapter 2. In both cases the

function n ce(v) is a steep sigmoid and therefore, in the v-w phase plane, the v-nullcline has a

close to vertical middle branch. For simplicity, it is assumed that this branch is in fact

vertical (E i = 0). For consistency, these two cases are renamed to Case 1.1 and Case 1.2 in

this chapter.

In Case 1.1 the w-nullcline intersects MB at FP as shown in Figure 2.4(a), while in

Case 1.2 the w-nullcline is above MB, therefore there is no fixed point on MB (Figure

2.4(c)). Instead there is a pseudo-fixed point on the w-nullcline as defined in the Model

section of Chapter 2. By investigating the dynamics in the w-h phase plane, the fate of the

trajectory can be tracked. In fact, in both cases the set of LK for different values of h
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defines a curve in this manifold, and the values of UK and FP are represented by two

vertical lines, due to the steep n ço(v). The difference between Cases 1.1 and 1.2 is that, in

the w-h phase plane, the FP curve lies to the left of the UK curve in the former case but to

the right of it in the latter (Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(d)). Thus, from the relative positions of

the LK, UK and FP curves, it immediately follows that in Case 1.1, the fate of a trajectory

leaving MB can only be a jump from LK to RB (there is no access to UK), whereas in Case

1.2, a trajectory could leave MB either by reaching LK and jumping to RB or by reaching

UK and jumping to LB.

A detailed study of these two cases can be found in Chapter 2.

3.3.2 Category 2

In all cases of Category 2, n 00(v) is not steep which results in a non-vertical MB in the v-w

phase plane. Under this condition, the slope of MB changes during the shrinking, which

leads to a change of position for FP and UK. In addition to the typical cases that determine

the fate of the trajectory on MB and that are similar to those described in Category 1, there

are two additional non-intuitive possibilities in the geometry of the nullclines that arise as a

result of a non-steep n oc(v) and can be summarized as follows:

1. If LK moves faster than UK in the w direction, then it is possible that LK becomes
equal or higher than UK in the w direction, or wix > W UK, as MB is shrinking. Then the
middle branch becomes unstable and the trajectory jumps to the left or right and this
ambiguity cannot be removed. Figure 3.1(a) shows this structure.

2. The traces of FP and UK can cross each other during the shrinking of MB. In another
words, FP can exceed UK in the w direction, even though it is lower than UK at the
beginning. It is then possible for the trajectory to reach UK and jump to the left. This is
shown in Figure 3.1(b).
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Figure 3.1 Two Geometric Possibilities in the v-w Phase Plane for the Cases in
Category 2. (a) LK can exceed UK in the w direction due to a shallow n.(v). At the

moment when MB becomes horizontal (or WLK = WUK), the fate of the trajectory becomes
ambiguous. (b) In this case FP can exceed UK in the w direction as h decays, even though
it starts lower than UK. This makes it possible for the trajectory to reach UK and then jump
to the left.

Six cases can be defined in Category 2, and the analysis can, be done in two phase

planes as for the cases in Category 1. A significant difference (from Category 1) in the w-h

phase plane is that in these cases FP and UK are not vertical lines anymore — they are

curves with negative slope in the w-h phase plane.

Case 2.1 represents the case in which both LK and FP are always lower than UK in

the v-w phase plane (Figure 3.2(a)). This condition can also be expressed by the inequality

W LK 5. W FP < W UK

for any positive value of h when the trajectory is on MB. In this case the trajectory can

never jump to the left because FP prevents it from reaching UK. Again the possible

trajectories are divided into three groups by considering the relative scales of the two

relevant time constants: Twin << Th in, i >> Thin or Twin — Th.. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), when
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twm << Thm, the trajectory moves rapidly (in the w-h phase plane) to FP in the w direction and

then tracks the FP curve down until it reaches LK (Subcase 1). In contrast, when rw. >> Thin,

the trajectory moves vertically down in the h direction until it reaches LK (Subcase 2).

When zwm and Thm are of the same order, the trajectory may reach FP first or reach LK

directly (Subcases 3 and 4). There is a rare possibility that FP intersects LK and UK at a

single point when h = 0. The fate of the trajectory will be unclear if it reaches this

intersection point.

In Case 2.2, as in Case 2.1, FP is still below UK for any h (wFp < W UK), but LK can

move above UK (WLK > wuK) due to a shallow n o9(v) (see Figure 3.2(c)). As LK moves

above UK the entire MB becomes unstable and therefore the trajectory needs to make a

jump. However, the direction of the jump is ambiguous because both LB and RB are

reachable. Figure 3.2(c) and (d), respectively show the geometry on the v-w phase plane

and the possible trajectories on the w-h phase plane. Let w* denote the w value at which

= WUK. When w > w*, FP becomes unstable (dotted curve Figure 3.2(d)). Subcases 2

and 4 are similar to those in Case 2.1. Subcases 1 and 3 show that the trajectory moves to

FP and stays there until wu( = wuK if rw. Thin or rwm Thm. Subcase 5 shows the case in

which the trajectory reaches FP at exactly the time when WLK = WUK• In Subcases 1, 3 and 5

the fate of the trajectory is unclear; it could jump to RB or LB. Although this ambiguity in

the fate of the trajectory is similar to that described in Subcase 5 of Case 1.2, there is an

important difference between that situation (which is a rare case) and the subcases

mentioned here (which are not rare). In the cases shown here, the curve FP funnels the

trajectories (1, 3 and 5) towards the point where the LK and UK curves intersect, thus

making the ambiguity in the trajectory fate inevitable. Figure 3.2(e) demonstrates a
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numerical simulation of such a trajectory over several cycles, showing that the trajectory

jumps to either UK (active state) or LK (inactive state) in different cycles.

The trajectories and the traces of LK, UK and FP on the middle branch are also

displayed in the full 3D phase space (v-w-h) in Figure 3.2(f). The point at which the

trajectory lands on MB on the v-w phase plane is mapped to a point on the plane h = hstart in

the v-w-h space. After the trajectory lands on the middle branch, it moves downwards

between the curves LK and FP. It will reach either LK or FP depending on the time

constants. Note that w* here is a straight line parallel to the v-axis instead of a point on the

w-h manifold. As the trajectory reaches w *, the fixed point becomes unstable. Thus, the

fate of the trajectory, once it reaches w*, is now dependent on the fast equations: it will

jump in the v direction through either LK (to RB) or UK (to LB). The direction of this jump

depends on whether the trajectory hits the w* line on the "LK side" or the "UK side" of FP.

However, if the trajectory has been attracted to FP prior to reaching w*, its fate at this point

will be ambiguous, potentially leading to a chaotic behavior in the full trajectory of the

follower neuron. This can be seen, for example, in the trajectory for Subcase 3 of Figure

3.2(d), as shown in Figure 3.2(e).
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Figure 3.2 The Dynamics of Case 2.1 ((a) and (b)) and 2.2 ((c) - (f)) in Category 2. (a)
In Case 2.1, since WLK < w.pp < WUK in the v-w phase plane, the trajectory moves to FP with
time constant z,,vm along MB. At the same time, MB shrinks from LK with time constant Thin
and its slope changes due to a non-steep n„(v). (b) In the w-h phase plane, four subcases are
possible based on the relative size of the two time constants r iy„, and rhm . The time traces for
each subcase are shown on the right. (c) In Case 2.2, the condition w/x < WFP < wuK is
satisfied, but wix can equal wuK during the shrinking of MB due to a shallow n„(v), and
then the trajectory can jump either to the left or to the right. (d) Five subcases can be
achieved in the w-h phase plane based on the relative size of the two time constants Twin and
Thin . The fate of the trajectories, in Subcases 1, 3 and 5 is unclear since they reach the
intersection of LK and UK at w=w*. The time traces for Subcases 2 and 4 are shown on the
right. (e) An example of numerical simulation for Subcases 1 or 3 over cycles, which
demonstrates that in different cycles the trajectory (membrane potential) can jump to either
RB (active state) or LB (inactive state). (1) The analysis of the trajectory for Case 2.2 ((c)
and (d)) in the v-w-h space shows that the intersection of LK and UK (marked by w* in (d))
is in fact a line in the full 3D space. The trajectory of Subcase 3 is shown to demonstrate its
ambiguous fate (arrows toward LK or UK) when it reaches the line w =
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Case 2.3 and Case 2.4 are the cases in which FP is always higher than UK on the

v-w phase plane:

The distinction between these two cases is that in Case 2.3 n .0(v) is steeper than in Case 2.4,

thus resulting in differences in the fate of some trajectories. Case 2.3 is summarized in

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). In this case wuK is always greater than wLK until h is very close to

0. In Case 2.3 it is considered that wux = wuc when h = 0, i.e. when the length of MB

becomes 0. Since the FP curve is to the right of the UK curve in the w-h phase plane, the

trajectory can reach UK and then jump to the left if it moves fast enough in the w direction

(c,1,,, is small enough), as in Subcases 1 and 3 (Figure 3.3(b)). In contrast, if the trajectory

moves fast enough in the h direction (rim, is small enough), it can reach UK and jump to the

right, as in Subcases 2 and 4. As in Case 1.2 described above, if twm — Th., there could be a

rare trajectory (Subcase 5) whose fate is unclear and may jump either left or right. This

trajectory reaches UK and LK at the point where these two curves intersect. Even in the full

3D phase space, this intersection remains a single point representing the time when the

knee points coalesce, thus making such a trajectory a rare occurrence.

The fate of the trajectories in Case 2.4 is similar to Case 2.3, and the difference is

that wuK = wrx when h > 0 and therefore wrx can become greater than wuK due to a shallow

n .9(v). Figure 3.3(c) and 3.3(d) show the two phase planes respectively. Again, the fate of

trajectories on MB is determined by the relative time constants and in MB there is a

trajectory (Subcase 5) that approaches the point where wrx = wuK (denoted by w*) and

whose fate remains ambiguous. Note that, in the full 3D phase space, just as in Case 2.2

depicted in Figure 3.2(f), w* is a line and therefore the trajectory shown in Subcase 5 in the
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w-h phase plane represents a whole family of potential trajectories in the 3D space. Thus,

Subcase 5 is not necessarily a rare occurrence and may yield a potentially chaotic trajectory

of the follower neuron.

Figure 3.3 The Dynamics of Case 2.3((a) and (b)) and 2.4 ((c) and (d)). (a) In the v-w
phase plane of Case 2.3, since WLK < WUK < wFp, the trajectory moves to UK with time
constant rum along MB because of the attraction from FP. At the same time, MB shrinks
from. LK with time constant Thin and its slope changes due to a non-steep noo(v). (b) In the
w-h phase plane, five subcases are possible based on the relative size of the two time
constants rim and Thm. The time traces for Subcases 1 - 4 are shown on the right. The fate of
Subcase 5 (a rare case) is unclear since it reaches the intersection of LK and UK. (c) In
Case 2.4, the condition wzx < WUK < wFp is satisfied, but wix can equal wuK during the
shrink of MB due to a shallow n oo(v), and then the trajectory can either jump to the left or to
the right. (d) Five subcases can be achieved in the w-h phase plane based on the relative
size of the two time constants r win and rh„,. The fate of Subcases 5 is unclear since it reaches
the intersection of LK and UK at -w=w*. This is not a rare case as it represents a family of
trajectories in the v-w-h phase space (similar to Case 2.2 shown in Figure 3.2(c)-(f)).
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Cases 2.5 and 2.6 involve the most complex phase plane geometries on MB. In

these cases, LK is always below FP (wmc < wFp) in the v-w phase plane but, as h decreases,

the trace of FP crosses that of UK (Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(c)). In the w-h phase plane, the

curve FP intersects UK as shown in Figure 3.4(b) and 3.4(d). Therefore, it is possible for

the trajectory to reach UK and jump to the left even if FP is initially lower than UK. The

difference between the two cases is similar to the difference between Cases 2.3 and 2.4

described above (Figure 3.3) and the fates of the trajectories can be similarly determined.
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Figure 3.4 The Dynamics of Case 2.5((a) and (b)) and 2.6 ((c) and (d)). (a) In the v-w
phase plane of Case 2.5, wix < WUK is satisfied but 1Fp exceeds WUK during the shrink of
MB, which allows the trajectory to reach UK and jumps to the left. (b) In the w-h phase
plane, six subcases are possible based on the relative size of the two time constants Twm and

rim. The time traces for Subcases 1 - 5 are shown on the right. The fate of Subcase 6 (a rare
case) is unclear since it reaches the intersection of LK and UK. (c) In Case 2.6, WFP can
exceed wurc. during the shrink of MB, and wix. can equal wuK due to a shallow nco(v). (d) Six
subcases can be achieved in the w-h phase plane based on the relative size of the two time
constants rwm and Tim. The fate of Subcases 6 is unclear since it reaches the intersection of
LK and UK at W=14' * . This is not a rare case as it represents a family of trajectories in the
v-w-h phase space (similar to Case 2.2 shown in Figure 3.2(c)-(f)). Note that, w , the point
that FP crosses UK must be < w*, otherwise this case will be qualitatively similar to Case
2.2.
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3.4 Periodic Solutions

In Chapter 2 a set of recursive equations are derived for the slow variable h, under the

condition that the value of w does not affect the value of h over cycles. The steady state

value of the activity phase of the follower neuron based on those equations (Equation

(2.16)-(2.19)) are then computed. The results provide a faithful prediction for the activity

phase of the biological PY neurons when the cycle period of the pacemaker is varied under

three different protocols.

In this section, both the periodic accumulation of h and that of w are considered.

Recursive equations for w are derived in a similar way as for h in Chapter 2. With a linear

assumption between the two variables, the values of both h and w in each cycle can be

computed. These equations describe the relationship between the two slow variables, and

provide a more general approach to predict the activity phase of the biological neurons.

3.4.1 The Accumulation of h and w

In Chapter 2, it is demonstrated that keeping track of the value of h over multiple cycles

may be important for determining the long-term behavior of the trajectory of the follower

neuron (Equation (2.16)). There are cases, however, where the time spent on the middle

branch (tm) will also be dependent on the time constant of w on MB. For instance, if the

trajectory encounters LK before it reaches FP on MB, as Subcase 4 in Figure 2.4(b), then tm

is determined by the time constant of w instead of that of h. In such cases, it may be

important to keep track of the value of w over multiple cycles in order to determine the

long-term fate of the trajectory.
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Similarly to the work which has been done for h in Chapter 2, the recursive

equations for w in cycle n (wn) at the instant the trajectory lands on MB can be derived as

follow:

where tnin satisfies

and wn represent the value of w at t = nP + Tact.

These equations are derived based on the assumption that wFpi = 0. The same

method can be applied for deriving the equations for wFp] > 0. This iteration yields a two

dimensional map as both wn and hn need to be computed which makes the analysis of the

map difficult. This difficulty can be alleviated by using a simplifying assumption. By

approximating the LK curve using its linear Taylor-series expansion, it is possible to

reduce Equation (3.3) to a one-dimensional map (a similar approximation is described by

Bose et al. (2004)). With such a linear approximation yields the equation Cm/ + C2h = 1

(CI, C2 are constants which can be computed from the equations for the nullclines) for LK.

In this case, tmn satisfies the following equation:

From Equation (3.4) h ni can be calculated and substituted into Equation (3.3),

thereby yielding a recursive relationship involving only wn.
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3.4.2 The Effect of the Weak Inhibition

When the inhibitory synapse from the pacemaker to the follower neuron is relatively weak,

the behavior of the activity phase over cycles can be fairly different from the strong

inhibition situation. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the follower neuron with a large amount of

A-current may not be able to reach the active state during T,„, the inactive duration of the

pacemaker neurons. Instead it stays in an intermediate state. When the inhibition begins,

the membrane potential of the follower neuron moves to the inactive state until the

inhibition is over (Figure 3.5(a), left panel). When the inhibitory synapse from the

pacemaker is relatively weaker, the membrane potential is still not be able to reach the

active state during Tu.,. However, when the inhibition starts, the membrane potential may

still stay in the intermediate state instead of jumping back to the inactive state (Figure

3.5(b), left panel).
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of the Strong Inhibition (a) and the Weak Inhibition (b)
Cases under the Condition that There is a Strong A-Current in the Follower Neuron.
(a) The membrane potential (left panel) and the v-w phase plane (right panel) for the PY
neuron under a strong inhibition. Left panel: with a strong inhibition, the membrane
potential moves back to the inactive state (from 1 to 2) when Tact begins. Right panel: the
trajectory (from 1 to 2) and the corresponding nullclines in the v-w phase plane. When the
inhibition starts, the v-nullcline moves down from [1] to [2], and therefore the trajectory
jumps from 1-P to FP 1 . (b) The membrane potential (left panel) and the v-w phase plane
(right panel) for the PY neuron under a weak inhibition. Left panel: with a relatively weak
inhibition, the membrane potential stays at the intermedia state during Tact. Right panel:
the trajectory can stay at the middle branch under the inhibition. The v-nullcline does not
move down enough and the fixed point FP still exists, which attracts the trajectory to stay.

3.4.2.1 The Accumulation of h	 The same method in Chapter 2 is used to derive

recursive equations for h for the weak inhibition case (See Equations (2.10)-(2.16)). The

only difference is that if the trajectory is unable to jump to the right branch during (Tact,

P—εα), then at t = P
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It is concluded that the following recursive equations describing the values of h in

cycle n (ha) at the moments that the inhibition from the pacemaker is removed at t = (n-1)P

+ Tact:

where tmn denotes the time spent on the middle branch in the nth cycle.

If tm" < Tin for all n, then hn follows Equation (a) in (3.6) in each iteration, and it

converges to a steady state h * which satisfies the equations shown in Chapter 2 (Equations

(2.16)-(2.19)). However, when tmn > Tin for some n, the trajectory is not able to jump to the

right branch during Tin, and therefore hn may not converge to h *. Figure 3.6 shows a

trajectory and nullclines for this case. In the case shown, gA is sufficiently large (or,

alternatively, Thm sufficiently large). To follow the trajectory in this case the gKw-gAh phase

plane where the maximal conductances are explicitly incorporated along each axis is

considered (Figure 3.6(d)). For large values of gA, the starting position at t = Tact as given

_T„, 

by g Ah(Tact) = g A (1— e TM ) will be large. Thus, it will take longer for the trajectory to

decay to LK. Moreover, if the trajectory cannot reach LK in one cycle, the inhibition from

the pacemaker moves LK to the left in the gKw-gAh phase plane for a time duration equal to

Tact (labeled LK' in Figure 3.6(d)). Thus during this time the follower neuron is unlikely to

reach LK'. Once the inhibition is removed, the trajectory again moves toward LK and the
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process repeats. Thus for large gA the pacemaker may go through several cycles while the

follower neuron remains on MB. These are N-to-1 solutions, two of which are shown in

Figure 3.7(a2) and 3.7(a3). Equations (3.6) are also solved in order to show how in these

cases, hn converges to a period 2 or 3 point, respectively (left panel of Figure 3.7),

consistent with the modeling simulations (right panel of Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.6 The 2-to-1 Oscillation of the Follower Neuron Due to a Strong A-Current.
(a) The two time traces show the 2-to-1 solution of the follower neuron PY and the
pacemaker PD respectively. Points 1-8 represent the eight critical positions in a (doubled)
cycle. (b)-(c) show the dynamics in the v-w phase plane. [1]-[8] represent the relative
v-nullclines when the trajectory reaches the correspondingly numbered critical point. (b)
After the inhibition, the trajectory jumps from 1 to 2 due to the transient rise of the
v-nullcline. Then it moves to 3 and stays there during Tin , and simultaneously the middle
branch shrinks from LK. (c) The trajectory stays on MB¹  during the next cycle of Tact (4
and 5), and jumps to the right (6) following the inhibition. The trajectory then moves
upwards to position 7, and jumps to the left branch (8) when the cycle inhibition begins. (d)
The dynamics on the middle branch as seen in the w-h phase plane: The inhibition causes
LK and UK to shift to LK ¹ and UK' at the onset of Tact. The trajectory reaches 3 as LK
shifts to LK ¹ and keeps moving to 5 at the end of Tact. Because the point 5 is below LK, the
shift back from LK ¹ to LK at the end of Tact immediately releases the trajectory from the
middle branch.
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Figure 3.7(ai), (a2) and (a3) show results for three discrete values of gA. An

interesting question arises as to whether these types of periodic states are the only ones that

arise as gA is smoothly increased. Figure 3.7(b) shows an example of a different type of

periodic solution when the value of gA is set to be in between those in cases (al) and (a2). In

this case the follower neuron stays on MB for an entire cycle of the pacemaker, but only on

alternate cycles. This 3-to-1 solution is different from the 3-to-1 solution shown in Figure

3.7(a3), as can be seen in the right panel. In fact one can distinguish different N-to-1

periodic solutions of the membrane potential by observing the analytic solutions of h". For

instance, an "up-down-down" pattern in the hn trace indicates that the solution is 3-to-1

periodic as in Figure 3.7(a3) (right panel), while an "up-up-down" pattern implies a 3-to-1

periodic solution as in Figure 3.7(b) (right panel).
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Figure 3.7 The Analytic Solutions of h„ (Left Panel) and the Numerical Simulation of
the Membrane Potential of PY (Right Panel). The boxes in the right panel represent the
active duration of the pacemaker or Tact. (a1)-(a3) h, and the membrane potential shown for
three values of gA (4 , 8 and 20 nS, respectively). The periodic solution changes from 1-to-1
to 2-to-1 and then 3-to-1. (b) An unusual solution when gA = 5 nS (between the values in
(a 1 ) and (a2)). In this case, the solution is also 3-to-1, but different from the solution in Case
(a3 ). The parameters used in the recursive computation have the following values: (in ms)
T,, = Tact = 500, τhl = 495, ohm = 810, τhh= 500; (in mV) vθ = -6, EL = -60, ECa = 120, vCa =
-1.2, kCa = -18, EK = -84; (in nS)gL = 2, gCa = 4, gK = 8; (in pA) /ex, = 75; wFP = O.
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3.4.2.2 The Accumulation of w	 Similar to the work which has been done for w in the

previous section, the recursive equations for w for the weak inhibition case can also be

derived as follow:

Again these equations are derived based on the assumption that wFP1 = 0 and the

same method can be applied to derive the equations for wFP1 > 0.

Similar to the work in Section 3.3.1, this iteration yields a two dimensional map as

both w" and need to be computed which makes the analysis of the map difficult. This

difficulty can be alleviated by using a simplifying assumption. By approximating the LK

curve using its linear Taylor-series expansion, it is possible to reduce Equation (3.8) to a

one-dimentional map (a similar approximation is described by Bose et al. (2004)). With

such a linear approximation it yields the equation Caw + C4h = 1 (C3, C4 are constants

which can be computed from the equations for the nullclines) for LK. In this case, t mn

satisfies the following equation:

In Equation (3.9) h" can be calculated and substituted into Equation (3.6), thereby

yielding a recursive relationship involving only w".
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3.5 Summary

Chapter 2 shows the methods of analyzing the transient activity of a follower neuron with

A-current using the knowledge of dynamical systems analysis and of predicting the steady

state value of the activity phase of biological PY neurons with the help of recursive

equations. In this chapter a systematic and complete mathematical analysis is achieved to

explore the factors that determine the activity time of a neuron with A-current following

periodic inhibitory inputs. The results indicate that, even with a simple model neuron, the

interaction of the A-current parameters and other intrinsic parameters can be quite complex

and lead to distinct and sometimes unintuitive model behaviors (when the A-current is

strong but the inhibitory synapse is relatively weak). Although the roles of additional

factors such as synaptic dynamics and the interaction with other network neurons that can

affect the role of the A-current in determining the activity phase remain to be explored, the

basic geometric tools have been provided which could be used for such analysis in more

complicated settings. Recursive equations are derived for both slow variables h and w,

which can be used to predict the activity phase of the follower neuron as in Chapter 2 but

more accurately. With a linear assumption on the middle branch between the two variables,

a one-dimensional mapping in each cycle can be simply obtained.

In general, after release from inhibition, the trajectory of the follower neuron leaves

the inactive state (left branch) and lands on a two-dimensional manifold (the w-h phase

plane) between the inactive and active states. Note that the w-h phase plane represents the

set of middle branches (MB) in the v-w phase plane. What determines the fate of the

trajectory on the w-h phase plane, i.e. whether it becomes active or returns to its inactive

state, is the relative sizes of the time constants of the slow variables w and h. For example,
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in Cases 1.2, 2.3 and 2.4 the steady state curve of w, shown as the w-nullcline in the v-w

phase plane, is above the middle branch of the v-nullcline (Figures 2.4(c), 3.3(a) and

3.3(c)). Under this condition the trajectory can either encounter LK and jump to the right or

encounter UK and jump to the left, if the pacemaker remains inactive (Tin is long enough).

The fate of the trajectory can be determined by analyzing the dynamics on the w-h phase

plane as a function of the relationship between the values of the two time constants

(Figures 2.4(d), 3.3(b) and 3.3(d)). Note that, in a more complex model, this slow manifold

may have higher dimensions as determined by other slow intrinsic variables of the follower

neuron.

The analysis of the fate of the trajectory in the w-h phase plane indicates that, in

some cases, the behavior of the model neuron following inhibition can be quite unintuitive

and even ambiguous. These ambiguous cases are marked by the intersection between the

LK and UK curves on the w-h phase plane, indicating the possibility of a trajectory

reaching such an intersection point in which case its fate is unclear. Such intersections

occur either when the A-current is completely inactivated (h = 0) or when the A-current is

not inactivated entirely (h > 0). In the former case the trajectories that reach such an

intersection point, as in Subcase 5 in Cases 1.2 and 2.3 (Figures 2.4(d) and 3.3(b)) or

Subcase 6 in Case 2.5 (Figure 3.4(b)), would be extremely rare. Yet, if the intersection

between LK and UK occurs for a non-zero value of h as in the latter case, such an

intersection is represented by a line (w * in Figure 3.2(f)) parameterized by the fast variable

v in the full v-w -h phase space. Such intersections appear in cases where the steady state

inactivation curve noo(v) of the A-current is shallow. A trajectory that reaches this

intersection point in the w-h phase plane (e.g. Subcases 1, 3, 5 in Case 2.2, Subcase 5 in
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Case 2.4, and Subcase 6 in Case 2.6; Figures 3.2(d), 3.3(d) and 3.4(d)) represents the

projection of a family of trajectories in the full phase space and is not necessarily a rare

occurrence. As an example, the trajectory representing Subcase 3 in Figure 3.2(d) can be

seen in the 3D phase space (Figure 3.2(f)) to move asymptotically along the curve FP to the

line w*. It can either land on the LK-side and jump towards LK to the active state or land on

the UK-side and jump towards UK to the inactive state. The deterministic behavior of such

a trajectory can be determined by the local dynamics near FP and where the trajectory lands

on MB in each cycle. If the local dynamics near FP allow the trajectory to end on either

side of FP when it reaches w *, the long-term behavior over several cycles can be chaotic

(see simulation shown in Figure 3.2(e)). Even if there is no chaotic behavior in such a case,

the global dynamics of the actual biological system can be ambiguous from cycle to cycle

due to small perturbations from noise.

The recursive equations for the cases in Category 1 have been derived which can be

used to track the long-term behavior of the variables h and w, under the conditions of both

strong and weak inhibitions. Similar to Chapter 2 it can be proved that under certain

conditions there is a steady state value for h and/or w and therefore the membrane potential

can yield periodic behavior. The periodic solution of the membrane potential can be

predicted by observing the trace of h and w over cycles. The analytic solutions for the cases

in Category 2 can be derived in a similar way. A significant difference is that in the

recursive equations vθ and wFP are no longer constants since their values change in a range

around MB as the slope of MB changes due to a non-steep noo(v). Therefore in order to find

an expression for tmn in each cycle, there is a need to express ye and wFP as functions of time

or other variables as the trajectory is traveling on MB.
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When the inhibitory synapse from the pacemaker to the follower neuron is

relatively weak, the follower neuron can have some unintuitive behaviors due to the

presence of a strong A-current. For example, a strong A-current may cause "N-to-1"

oscillations (N is an integer > 1) or non-periodic behaviors. Figures 3 .7(a2) shows a case in

which the oscillation period of the follower neuron is doubled (2-to-1 oscillation). In each

cycle the strong A-current prevents the membrane potential from reaching the active state

during T, (between 2 and 3 in Figure 3.7(a)). Following that, the membrane potential stays

in the middle state during Tact despite the inhibitory synaptic input (between 4 and 5 in

Figure 3.7(a)) as explained in the w-h phase plane in Figure 3.7(d).

The analysis in this chapter shows that the effect of the A-current on the behavior of

the follower neuron can be fairly complicated, even though there are only three variables in

the model. Depending on the parameter configurations - corresponding to different states

of the biological neuron, different parameters could control the post-inhibition activity

phase. When the inhibitory synapses from the pacemaker are relatively weak, unintuitive

behaviors may be obtained. The steady state activity phase of the follower neuron can be

predicted by sets of recursive equations for both the strong inhibition and the weak

inhibition cases. It will be helpful to verify the modeling prediction for the weak inhibition

cases by conducting experiments with biological follower neurons in the future.



CHAPTER 4

A STUDY OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS BASED ON A DETAILED

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

4.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2 and 3 a three-variable model is used to explore how the mechanism and

strength of the A-current, together with other intrinsic and synaptic properties, affect the

activity phase of the follower neuron receiving inhibitory inputs. The geometric analysis in

the phase space and two sub-phase planes helps the transient behavior of the trajectory

corresponding to the membrane potential to be understood, and several sets of recursive

equations are derived analytically for computing the activity phase of the follower neuron

in every cycle as well as its steady state value. Experiments involving Dynamic Clamp

technique have been conducted to verify the analytic results. It shows that the steady state

equations can be used to faithfully predict the activity phase of the biological PY neurons.

It has also been shown that when the A-current is strong, the strength of the inhibitory

synapse may significantly affect the membrane potential of the follower neuron.

However, there are other factors which may also play roles in determining the

activity phase of the follower neurons and have not been investigated as yet. For example,

in the three-variable model there are only four intrinsic currents: the leak current, the

calcium current, the delayed potassium current and the A-current. However there are many

more types of intrinsic currents in a biological PY neuron (Mamiya et al., 2003). Whether

any or all of them can modulate the activity phase remains unknown. Moreover, the

three-variable model only includes one compartment and does not perform the spiking

72
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property, which may or may not have a relationship with the activity phase. Other

questions include whether the activity phase of a follower neuron can be affected by its

morphology, and whether the distribution of all the currents at different parts of the neuron

can also affect the activity phase.

Realistic models, or models describing the shapes and detailed intrinsic properties

of biological neurons, have been built and used for studying different types of neurons. For

instance, a group of two-compartment computational models have been built to simulate

the pacemaker neurons AB and PDs in the pyloric network of the crustacean STG system

(Soto-Trevino et al., 2005). Another example includes two detailed models for the LP

neuron in the crustacean STG system: first a one-compartment detailed model was built to

simulate all the intrinsic properties of the LP neuron (Buchholtz et al., 1992; Golowasch

and Marder, 1992), and later Taylor et al. (unpublished results) built a seven-compartment

realistic model based on the biological shape of the LP neuron.

Inspired by these ideas, a five-compartment model neuron is developed for

studying the PY neuron. By applying a Genetic Algorithm, the possible parameters and

distributions of the ionic channels in each compartment can be computed.

4.2 Models

Like other neurons in the invertebrate or vertebrate animals, the morphology of the

biological PY neuron consists of several parts: the soma, the axon, the dendritic tree and

the connections between them. Figure 4.1(a) is a photo of a biological PY neuron, which

shows that the soma (the round part) connects with the dendritic tree and the axon through

some intermediate parts. A five-compartment model is built to simulate the biological PY
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neuron: Compartments S, P. B, D and A represent the soma, the pri-axon, the branch, the

dendritic tree and the axon parts of the biological PY neuron (Figure 4.1(b)).

Figure 4.1 The Morphology of a Biological PY Neuron and a Corresponding Realistic
Model. (a) The photo of a biological PY neuron in the pyloric network of the crustacean
STG system. (b) The structure of the five-compartment model. S, P, B, D and A represent
the soma, the pri-axon, the branch, the dendritic tree and the axon parts of the biological
PY neuron.

For simplicity, Compartment S is set to be isopotential but other compartments are

set to be cylindric based on the biological shape of the PY neuron. In each compartment,

there are different types of ionic channels which allow different types of currents to

transport across the membrane. Moreover, even for the same type of current, the amount

and the distribution in each compartment can be fairly different.
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There are totally nine types of intrinsic currents in the realistic model for PY: the

delayed rectifier potassium current (IKd), the calcium-dependent potassium current (IKC a),

the transient A-current (14, the calcium current (ICa), the hyperpolarization activated

current (/h), the proctolin activated current (Iproc), the fast sodium current (INa), the

low-threshold A-current (/Aa) and the leak current (Il). There is also a synaptic current (Lyn)

which describes the inhibition from the pacemaker neurons. Each current has different

equations and parameters based on their biological mechanisms. For each compartment k,

the membrane potential is determined by

(4.1)

The strength and distribution of each current varies in different compartments.

Here a detailed description is provided for each current.

The delayed rectifier potassium current (IKd)

This outward potassium current has a voltage-dependent delay before being activated, and

it has no inactivation (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). The equation for this current is defined

as

where gKd represents the maximum conductance, w represents the activation fraction and

EK represents the reverse potential of the potassium current. The variable w is determined

by the following equation:

where woo(v) corresponds to a sigmoidal function, and τw(v) is a function of v.
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This current exists in all the compartments (S, P, B, D, A) in the model.

The calcium-dependent potassium current (IKCa)

The calcium-dependent potassium current has a relatively complex mechanism compared

with other intrinsic currents, since its gating depends on the concentration of the calcium

ions ([Ca²+]) (Buchholtz et al., 1992). The equation for this current is defined as

KCa g KCaab(v — E K)	 (4.4)

where gKCa represents the maximum conductance, a and b represent the activation and

inactivation fractions and EK represents the reverse potential of the potassium current as in

Equation (4.2). Different from the fractions for other intrinsic currents, a and b partially

depend on the calcium concentration:

The calcium concentration satisfies the following equations:

where τ[Ca²+] is the Ca2+ buffering time constant, Co is the background intracellular Ca²+

concentration, and F describes the relationship between the calcium current and the

intracellular Ca²+ concentration (Buchholtz et al., 1992; Soto-Trevino et al., 2005). The

calcium-dependent potassium current exists at the S, P, B and D compartments.

The transient A-current (IA)

(4.5)

(4.6)
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The A-current is controlled by a voltage-dependent activation fraction (n) and a

voltage-dependent inactivation fraction (h). The equation is defined as

(4.7)

where gA represents the maximum conductance, and n and h represent the activation and

inactivation fractions following the equations:

(4.8)

Here noo(v) and hoo(v) are sigmoidal functions representing the steady state values of n and h.

This transient A-current exists in the S, P, B and D compartments.

The calcium current (ICa)

The experimental result shows that there are two components for the calcium current

(Buchholtz et al., 1992). One component includes both an activation fraction (aCal) and an

inactivation fraction (bCal), and the other component only includes a single activation

fraction (aCa2). The equation for the calcium current is defined as

where aC,/, bCa l and aCa2 satisfy the equations:
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and the reverse potential ECa is partially dependent on the calcium concentration. Their

relationship is determined by the Nernst equation (Buchholtz et al., 1992):

where z = 2, [Ca²1 0w = 13 mM and [Ca²+] is the intrinsic calcium concentration calculated

in mM from Equation (4.6).

The calcium current exists in the Compartments S, P, B and D.

The hyperpolarization activated current (Ih)

The hyperpolarization current, or h-current, is an inward current activated at low voltages,

and is determined by a single activation fraction (Golowasch and Marder, 1992):

(4.12)

where gh is the maximum conductance and Eh is the reverse potential of the h-current. The

activation fraction r satisfies:

(4.13)

The h-current can be found in Compartment S, P, B and D.

The proctolin activated current (II, )

This current is activated by various neuromodulators (Golowasch and Marder, 1992;

Swensen and Marder, 2000) and located in Compartment S, P, B and D. It is defined by the

following equation:

(4.14)
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where 2-gproc and Eproc represent the maximum conductance and the reverse potential of the

proctolin-activated current. The activation fraction aproc satisfies

(4.15)

The fast sodium current (INa)

The fast sodium current is a Hodgkin-Huxley like sodium current located in Compartment

A (or the axon of the neuron) and it contributes to the spiking properties together with the

potassium current (IKd). It is defined as the following equation:

(4.16)

where gNa and ENa are the maximum conductance and the reverse potential of the sodium

current, and the activation and inactivation fractions mNa and hNa satisfy

(4.17)

The low-threshold A-current (Lied

There is another type of A-current, IAa , located only in the axon or the A compartment

(Meyrand et al., 1992). A significant difference is that the half-maximum potentials of noo(v)

and hoo(v) are much lower than the values for IA . The equation for this current is defined as

(4.18)

where gAa represents the maximum conductance, and n a and ha represent the activation an

inactivation fractions, and satisfy
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The leak current (Ii)

The leak current is located in every compartment and has no activation or inactivation

fractions. It follows the equation

(4.20)

where gl and El represent the maximum conductance and the reverse potential of the leak

current.

The synaptic current (4,)

The inhibitory synapse is located in Compartment D or the dendritic tree of the PY neuron.

The synaptic current has the following equation:

(4.21)

Where gsyn and Esy  represent the maximum conductance and the reverse potential of the

inhibitory synapse, v 0 represents the presynaptic membrane potential and soo(v0) represents

the activation fraction.

The values for the parameters for each current can be found in Table 4.2.
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4.3 Results

In order to solve this high-dimensional problem (53 ODEs and more than 100 parameters),

a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is applied for the computation. The initial population is set as a

group of arbitrary solutions, and the evaluation function is defined differently during

different stages of the computation.

4.3.1 The Application of the Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Genetic Algorithms have been applied for solving various high-dimensional and global

optimization problems. For examples, GAs have been used to predict the secondary

structure of the RNA sequences (van Batenburg et al., 1995), to predict the procedures of

protein folding and ligand docking (Willett, 1995), to find the most effective stimulus in

large parameter spaces for sensory neurons in the cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus

(Bleeck et al., 2003) and to determine the conductance density distributions for a

computational model in order to simulate endogenous bursting behavior of the leech heart

interneurons (Tobin et al., 2006).

The steps of the GA used in this work are shown in Table 4.1. The solution domain

is a large parameter space which includes parameters for currents in each compartment. A

set of parameters is considered as an individual in the GA program. At the beginning a

group of individuals are chosen as the initial generation. An evaluation function is then

executed to calculate a fitness value for each individual. If any individual has a fitness

value qualifying the terminating condition, the computation is ended and the optimal

individual is exported. If there is no satisfactory fitness value, then the iteration continues

and a certain number of individuals are selected stochastically as the parents of the next

generation. The fitness values determine the probability for each individual to be chosen.
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Each selected individual is chosen for one of the two operations: mutation and crossover.

In order to implement these operations, each individual is translated into a binary string

representing a chromosome. A mutation operation modifies an arbitrary bit in the string

with certain probability, and a crossover operation exchanges parts of two strings. After

these operations the strings are translated back into the individuals (sets of parameters) and

a new generation is produced. The evaluation function is then executed for calculating the

fitness value of each individual in the new generation, and the same procedure is

implemented again. The iteration is ended either when an optimal individual is found

(which is considered as the terminating condition shown in Table 4.1), or when the

maximum number of generations is reached.

The GA program was implemented in MATLAB and NETWORK, a homemade

software from the STG lab at Rutgers University. In order to reach a group of desirable

solutions, there is a need to set appropriate numbers for the generations and the individuals

in each generation in the program. If the numbers are too small, the best solution may not

be reached at the end; if the numbers are too large, the computation time may be

unnecessarily long. The evaluation function is used to evaluate the fitness value of each

individual in each generation which partially determined if an individual can survive in the

next generation or not. Therefore, it is critical and needs to be accurate and optimized.



Table 4.1 Schematic Illustration for the Genetic Algorithm
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There are two stages involved in the computation. In the first stage, GA was used to

obtain solutions with a reasonable number of spikes during each burst without the effect of

the A-current. The parameter space is over 50 dimensions which include most of the

intrinsic parameters. The evaluation function is set as a function of the average number of

spikes in each burst. The individuals (or sets of parameters) generating spikes in the desired

range obtain higher scores from the evaluation function. In the second stage, the A-current

is assigned to the model neuron and GA is applied for evaluating the reasonable effect of
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the A-current on the phase delay. For example, when the activation fraction of the

A-current is set to be a steep sigmoid, the individuals that have middle states closer to the

half-maximum voltage value can obtain greater scores from the evaluation function.

Therefore they are more likely to survive in the next generation.

The GA program has been run more than a hundred times and six good solutions

are obtained after the two stages computation. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show a

representative set of parameters and steady state functions computed by GA which lead to

a solution close to the biological PY neuron. Figure 4.2 shows the membrane potentials in

Compartment S based on these set of parameters and functions. In Figure 4.2(a) there is no

A-current in the model PY neuron, therefore the membrane potential has no delay caused

by the A-current before each burst. In Figure 4.2(b) a moderate A-current is assigned to

each compartment evenly based on their surface areas, and it causes a phase delay before

each burst. When the A-current is fairly strong, the delay is prolonged and the membrane

potential may not be able to spike (Figure 4.2(c)). All the three figures show that the

three-variable model provides a close simulation to the biological PY neurons.



Table 4.2 Parameters for the Currents in Each Compartment

Currents S P B D A

11Cd giCa (US) 636.2 127.2 86.5 1979.2 1500

EKd (MV) -80 -80 -80 -80 -80

IKCa gKCa (u5) 141.4 70.1 40 100 \

Exca (m V) -80 -80 -80 -80 \

IA gA (149 300 210 144 300 \

EA (m V) -80 -80 -80 -80 \

Ica gear (PS) 42.4 32.8 10.3 330.8 \

gCa2 (US) 52.2 39.6 17 293.4 \

4 gh (us) 157 24.7 23.5 260.7 \

Eh (MO -25 -25 -25 -25 \

Iproc gproc (US) 180 56.5 38.5 879.6 \

Eproc (mV) -10 -10 -10 -10 \

INa gNa (US) \ \ \ \ 2000

ENa (mV) \ \ \ 85

IAa gAa (25) \ \ \ \ 500

E Aa 
(MV)

\ \ \ \ -80

Ii gi (14,5) 17.7 3.5 2.4 55 20.2

Ei (mV) -72 -72 -72 -72 19

Isyn
gs." (AS)

\ \ \ 1200 \

Esyr, (mV) \ \ \ -70 \

[Ca21 r[Ca
2+

]= 2.78 ms, F = 0.83 ,uM/nA, Co = 0.05 pM

85



Table 4.3 Steady State Activation and Inactivation Functions of Each Current
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Figure 4.2 The Numerical Solutions of the Realistic PY Model. (a)-(c) show the
membrane potential in Compartment S when the strength of the A-current is increasing. (a)
When gA = 0 in all the compartments, there is no delay before bursts. (b) When a moderate
amount of A-current is evenly distributed in every compartment (gA = 300 nS in
Compartment S), there is a time delay before each burst. (c) When a strong A-current is
evenly distributed in every compartment (gA = 1,000 nS in Compartment S), the membrane
potential cannot spike and therefore the activity phase becomes 1.

4.3.2 The Effect of the A-Current Distribution on the Activity Phase

In Chapter 2 and 3 it has been shown that the strength of the A-current plays an important

role in modulating the time delay before bursts and therefore the activity phase of the

follower neuron. The model which has been used in these two chapters is a single

compartment isopotential model, therefore it does not provide any information about how

the distribution of the A-current can affect the activity phase. With the help of the realistic

model built in this chapter, it is possible to investigate if the distribution of the A-current at
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each compartment can affect the activity phase of the follower PY neuron, given the

amount of the A-current is constant.

This problem is examined based on a well-defined realistic PY model with a

moderate A-current developed in the previous section. Five different protocols are applied

to inject a certain amount of A-current (gA = 500 nS) to this model:

Protocol 1. Add evenly to every compartment proportional to their surface areas

Protocol 2. Add to Compartment S only

Protocol 3. Add to Compartment P only

Protocol 4. Add to Compartment B only

Protocol 5. Add to Compartment D only

The activity phase at Compartment S is measured under each protocol (Figure

4.3(a)). It shows that Protocol 3 and 4 lead to more delayed activity phases, whereas

Protocol 2 and 5 lead to relatively smaller phases than the phase under Protocol 1. Figure

4.3(b) shows the corresponding membrane potential in Compartment S under each

protocol. The result indicates that the activity phase can be partially determined by the

A-current distribution. When there is a fixed amount of A-current in the realistic PY model,

the higher percentage located in the relatively small compartments, such as P or B, the

greater the activity phase may be.



Figure 4.3 The Activity Phase in Compartment S of the Realistic PY Model under
Five Different Protocols. (a) An additional A-current (gA = 500 nS) is injected to a
well-defined PY model under five protocols: I. add evenly to every compartment based on
its surface area; 2. add to S only; 3 add to P only; 4. add to B only; 5. add to D only. It
shows that Protocol 3 and 4 provide relatively greater activity phases, and Protocol 2 and 5
provide relatively smaller activity phases, which indicates that a higher density A-current
in a compartment may lead to a greater activity phase than the even distribution case. (b)
The corresponding membrane potentials in Compartment S of the realistic PY model under
the five protocols, respectively.

4.4 Summary

In Chapters 2 and 3 it is shown by modeling and experiments that the strength of the

A-current, together with other intrinsic and synaptic properties, can affect the activity

phase of the follower PY neuron. However, it is unknown whether the activity phase can be

modulated by the morphology of the biological neurons and the distributions of the

intrinsic and synaptic currents. This chapter provides the application of a Genetic

Algorithm for developing a detailed model based on the biological shape and properties of
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a follower PY neuron in the crustacean pyloric network. There are two benefits which can

be obtained from this modeling work:

1. The spiking property is added to the model.

2. The effect of the A-current distribution in each compartment on the activity phase
can be investigated.

By running the GA program in MATLAB and NETWORK, several candidate

solutions are obtained, some of which show close simulations to the biological PY neuron.

By changing the distribution of the A-current under five different protocols but keeping the

total amount constant, it is shown that the distribution of the A-current also affects the

activity phase of the PY neuron, given the total strength of the A-current is unchanged. In

the computational simulation, a certain amount of additional A-current is injected into

different compartments of a well-defined model PY neuron. When this A-current is

injected into relatively large compartments such as S (for soma) or D (for dendritic tree),

the delay of the activity phase is shorter than the phase delay while injecting the same

amount of A-current evenly into all the compartments based on their surface areas. When

the additional A-current is injected into relatively smaller compartments, such as P (for

priaxion) or B (for branch), the activity phase becomes more delayed. The computational

results show that the distribution of the A-current, or its density in every compartment, can

lead to different activity phases, even though the total amount of the A-current keeps

constant. The greater the density of the A-current in one (or more) compartment, the

greater the phase delay will be.

This chapter only investigates the effect of the A-current distribution on the activity

phase of the follower PY neuron. The same method can be applied to check whether the

distribution of any other current can affect the activity phase. Also, related experiments can
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be conducted to verify the modeling predictions. The GA program and the method of

examining the current distribution shown in this chapter can be used to solve other

complex or high-dimensional problems.



CHAPTER 5

OTHER FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT THE ACTIVITY PHASE

5.1 Introduction

The effect of the A-current on the activity phase of the follower neuron has been explored

in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. It has been shown that the A-current plays a significant role in

determining the time delay to the bursts and therefore the activity phase. The analysis of

the phase space shows that the A-current, together with other intrinsic properties, can lead

to very different and complicated behaviors; the recursive equations provide fairly good

prediction of the activity phase of the biological PY neurons; and the development of the

realistic PY model simulates the biological PY neuron in a more detailed way with spiking

property. It indicates that the distribution of the A-current at different parts of the PY

neuron may also affect its activity phase.

This chapter shows that other factors, such as the existence of the h-current and the

gap junction between two follower neurons, can also affect the activity phase of the

follower PY neurons. The models in this chapter are developed from the three-variable

model in Chapter 2, and the modeling results are compared with the experimental data.

5.2 The Effect of the h-Current on the Activity Phase

The h-current is a hyperpolarization activated current existing in many types of neurons.

This current is activated by hyperpolarization beyond -50 to -70 mV, and depolarizes the

cell slowly to its equilibrium voltage (Luthi and McCormick, 1998). It has been shown that

the h-current plays roles in regulating the frequency of the network oscillations (Yue and

92
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Huguenard, 2001), controlling the long term synaptic modulation (Harris-Warrick, 2002),

and balancing the effect of the A-current (MacLean et al., 2003). Especially when the

A-current increases, the h-current is enhanced due to the hyperpolarization and

compensates for the function of the A-current.

This fact is explained by mathematical modeling based on the three-variable model

we show in Chapter 2. A term and an equation are added into Equations (2.1) for

expressing the mechanism of the h-current:

where gh and Eh represent the maximum conductance and the reverse potential of the

h-current, r represents the activation fraction, and roo(v) and τr ( v) represent the steady state

value and the time constant of r respectively. Similar to Chapter 2, in this chapter it is

assumed that the activation fraction of the A-current, noo(v), is a steep sigmoid, or the

middle branch of the v-nullcline in the v-w phase plane is vertical (See Chapter 2 for

details).

It has been shown in Chapter 2 that the stronger the A-current is, the more delayed

the activity phase becomes given all the other parameters are fixed. When the A-current is

strong enough, it may prevent the membrane potential from reaching the active state or

spiking (Figure 2.1).
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However, the presence of the h-current balances the effect of the A-current, as it is

activated when the membrane potential is hyperpolarized. Therefore it can help the

membrane potential to reach the active state or spiking state even with the presence of a

strong A-current. Figure 5.1(a) shows the membrane potential of the follower PY neuron

with (i) and without (ii) the h-current, when it contains a strong A-current.

This phenomenon can be explained by phase plane analysis in the v-w phase plane.

Figure 5.1(b) shows the v and w nullclines in the v-w phase plane. Comparing the

v-nullcine without the h-current, the presence of the h-current term causes an upward shift

on the left and middle branches (LB and MB) of the v-nullcine when the membrane

potential is moving on LB. Therefore, when the trajectory lands on MB after the inhibition,

it is easier to encounter the lower knee (LK) and then jumps to the right branch (RB) which

corresponds to the active state of the membrane potential. A detailed explanation of the

dynamics on MB is shown in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Figure 5.1 The Effect of the h-Current on the Activity Phase of the PY Neuron with a
Strong A-Current. (a) The membrane potentials of PY without the h-current. The strong
A-current prevents the membrane potential from reaching the active state. (b) With the
presence of the h-current, the activity phase of PY is advanced and it can reach the active
state. (c) The dynamics in the v-w phase plane with the presence of the h-current at time t =
t*. The h-current is activated at low voltage therefore it helps to moves up the left and the
middle branches of the v-nullcline, which allows the trajectory to encounter the lower knee
LK and then jump to the right branch corresponding to the active state of the membrane
potential.

5.3 The Effect of the Gap-Junction between LP and PY on the Activity Phase

It has been shown that there is a rectifying gap junction between the two types of follower

neurons LP and PY in the crustacean pyloric network (Mamiya et al., 2003). The LP

neuron has a more advanced activity phase than the PY neurons as shown in Figure 1.1 of

Chapter 1. It is possible that the LP neuron enhances the membrane potential of the PY
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neuron through the gap junction therefore the PY neuron can reach the active state and

spike even with the presence of a strong A-current.

In order to examine this possibility, an LP model is built by using the same

equations (Equations (2.1)-(2.4)) as those for PY. The only difference is that gA is smaller

for the LP neuron. The two model neurons are then connected by adding the gap junction

term to each model as shown below:

where H(x) is the heaviside function which equals 1 when x>0 and 0 when x<0. The

rectifying gap junction from LP to PY means that when the membrane potential of LP is

greater than the membrane potential of PY, the current is nonzero. Otherwise, it is zero due

to the property of the heaviside function. In other words, it only exists when the membrane

potential of LP is larger than PY.

Figure 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the membrane potentials of the LP and PY neurons

without (a) and with (b) a rectifying gap junction between them. There is a moderate

A-current in LP, and a strong A-current in PY. Therefore the PY neuron cannot reach the

active state without the gap junction ((ii) in Fig 5.2a). However, when there is a gap

junction between LP and PY, the activity phase of PY is advanced and it can reach the

active state even with a strong A-current ((ii) in Fig 5.2b).

Figure 5.2(c) shows the dynamics for the PY neuron in the v-w phase plane. After

the trajectory lands on the middle branch at point 1, it stays at the stable fixed point FP, and

at the same time the lower knee (LK) of the middle branch moves up. Without the gap
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junction from the LP neuron, the long middle branch will prevent LK to encounter the

trajectory at FP during a single cycle. However, with the help of the gap junction, the

v-nullcine is raised more (from [1] to [2] in Figure 5.2(c)), and therefore LK can reach the

trajectory and allows it to jump to the right branch of the v-nullcline corresponding to the

active state of the membrane potential in Figure 5.2(b).

Figure 5.2 The Effect of the Gap Junction on the Activity Phase of the PY Neuron
with a Strong A-Current. (a) The membrane potentials of LP and PY without a gap
junction between them. LP contains a small amount of the A-current and PY contains a
strong A-current therefore it cannot reach the active state. (b) With the presence of a gap
junction between LP and PY, the activity phase of PY is advanced and it can reach the
active state. (c) The dynamics in the v-w phase plane for PY. The gap junction helps to
raise the v-nullcline from [1] to [2], and therefore allow the trajectory to jump to the right
branch.
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5.4 Summary

In the previous chapters it has been shown that the A-current plays an important role in

modulating the activity phase of the follower PY neuron. Together with other intrinsic and

synaptic properties, the strength and the distribution of the A-current can determine the

behavior of the membrane potential and therefore the activity phase. It has also been shown

that the dynamics of a single A-current can lead to complicated and somewhat unintuitive

membrane potential behaviors (Chapter 3). In addition, the morphology of the follower

neuron and the distribution of the A-current in each part of the neuron can also affect the

activity phase, which is examined by developing a realistic model based on the shape and

properties of the biological PY neuron (Chapter 4).

In this chapter, it is explained specifically that there are two other factors which can

also play a role in modulating the activity phase of the follower PY neuron: One is the

presence of the inward hyperpolarization activated current, or the h-current, and the other

is the presence of a rectifying gap junction between the LP and PY neurons. It is shown that

in each case, the effect of a strong A-current on the activity phase can be balanced, and any

of these two factors may help the membrane potential to reach the active state even when

the A-current is strong and the three-variable model neuron cannot reach the active state.

The mechanism for each case is studied by using dynamical systems analysis in the v-w

phase plane.

In summary, this chapter shows that even though the presence of the A-current can

cause a phase delay before each burst, there are some intrinsic and synaptic properties,

such as the h-current and the gap junction between the two types of follower neurons (LP

and PY), which can balance the affect of the A-current and advance the activity phase. The
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h-current is added into the three-variable model in Chapter 2 by adding a term and an

ordinary differential equation into Equations (2.1) in Chapter 2 (Equations (5.1)), while the

gap junction is added by adding another model neuron to simulate the follower LP neuron

and a term into the equations for each model neuron to represent the gap junction between

them (Equations (5.2)). In both cases in the v-w phase plane the middle branch of the

v-nullcline is moved up a bit more when the trajectory is moving along it, due to the

additional properties. Therefore the trajectory can encounter the lower knee LK and then

jumps to the right branch (Figure 5.1(c) and 5.2(c)).

The techniques of mathematical modeling and dynamical systems analysis shown

in this chapter can be applied to analyze the effect of other intrinsic or synaptic currents on

the membrane potential behavior and the activity phase of the follower neuron.



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

The transient potassium current or A-current has been shown to exist in various types of

neurons (Huguenard et al., 1991; Herrington and Lingle, 1994; Wustenberg et al., 2004)

and is known to be important in setting the timing of action potential(Gerber and

Jakobsson, 1993), especially following inhibitory input (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a),

contributing to the generation of a coordinated motor pattern (Hess and El Manira, 2001),

and acting as a bursting trigger in the absence of a slow variable (Tabak et al., 2007;

Toporikova et al., 2007). In a network consisting of bursting neurons, the A-current often

acts to delay the onset of the burst, thus setting the activity phase of different follower

neurons within the network (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a).

In a previous study Bose et al. (2004) have examined the interaction between the

A-current and the short-term synaptic depression which promotes the phase maintenance

in a follower neuron when the frequency of the periodic input is varied. Since this previous

study was focused on investigating the effect of synaptic depression, only a single case

associated with the mechanism of the A-current was considered. The research in this

dissertation is mainly focused on understanding how the parameters associated with the

A-current and other intrinsic and synaptic properties lead to different activity phases of a

follower neuron. Therefore, more cases are considered and a complete analysis is achieved

for all the possible parameter combinations.

There are four stages in this research. In the first stage, a three-variable model is

built in order to explore the effect of the A-current on the behavior of a follower neuron and

100
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to predict the activity phase of the biological PY neuron in the crustacean pyloric network.

Dynamical systems analysis is applied to determine the fate of the trajectory of the

follower neuron following inhibition in a single cycle. A set of recursive equations are then

derived to describe the steady state activity phase of this neuron in response to a periodic

input. The activity phase predicted by these equations matched the activity phase of

follower PY neurons in the crustacean pyloric network when the cycle period was varied

through different experimental protocols.

In the second stage, a systematic and complete classification is achieved using the

geometric phase plane analysis. Two categories and eight cases are obtained based on the

shapes and positions of the nullclines in a slow manifold — the v-w phase plane. In each

case, the time constants of the two slow variables w and h are compared and all the possible

trajectories are given as subcases. It is shown that even a simple three-variable model can

lead to very complicated results. The fate of the trajectory is determined by a combination

of parameters, and different sets of parameters can result in the same membrane potential

behavior. Recursive equations are derived for tracking both variables w and h over cycles,

and steady state values are expressed analytically. The weak inhibition case is also

considered which can lead to some unintuitive solutions when the A-current is relatively

strong. The behavior of the follower neuron can be predicted by using the equations

representing the steady state values of h and w.

In the third stage, a five-compartment computational model is developed based on

the biological shape and properties of the PY neuron in order to simulate the spiking

property and to explore the effect of the current distribution on the activity phase. The

model is built by applying a Genetic Algorithm in MATLAB and NETWORK, which
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provides a heuristic method to compute the possible sets of parameters for all the intrinsic

and synaptic currents for achieving the ideal membrane potential behavior. By changing

the density of the A-current in each compartment under five different protocols, it is shown

that the morphology of the follower neuron and the distribution of the A-current do have an

effect on the activity phase. In fact the higher the A-current density is in one compartment,

the greater the activity phase becomes.

In the fourth stage, the effects of the hyperpolarization activated current (h-current)

and the gap junction between the LP and PY neurons on the activity phase of the follower

PY neuron with a strong A-current are considered. Terms and differential equation

representing the presence of the h-current and the gap junction are added into the

three-variable model built in the first stage respectively, and phase plane analysis is applied

for understanding the dynamics of the follower PY neuron. In each case because of the

effect of the additional term, the middle branch of the v-nullcline in the v-w phase plane is

moved up during the time the trajectory is moving along it, therefore the trajectory can

encounter the lower knee of the middle branch and then jump to the right branch even if the

A-current is strong and the middle branch is relatively long.

The above four stages provide a comprehensive study of the effect of the A-current,

together with other intrinsic and synaptic properties, on the activity phase of the follower

PY neuron. With the help of the mathematical and computational models, both the kinetics

and the distributions of the A-current and other currents are explored and the activity phase

of the biological follower PY neuron can be predicted using a set of recursive equations

and the steady state expressions for the bursting phase and the slow variables. The specific

achievements from this study are summarized by answering the following questions:
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How does the A-current affect the behavior of the neuron following inhibition?

A typical response of a follower neuron in an inhibitory network is to rebound to an active

state following the inhibition, but the transition to the active state may be delayed by the

amount and kinetics of the A-current. For example, in the crustacean pyloric network, the

follower LP and PY neurons show different burst phases, which are partially determined

by the different amount and specific properties of the A-current (Tierney and

Harris-Warrick, 1992). It has been suggested that the variation in the phase of different PY

neurons may be determined by the different levels of A-current expressed in these neurons

(Hooper, 1998). In fact, experiments show that different PY neurons in the same

preparation burst in different phases. Furthermore, their burst phases can be modulated by

injecting an artificial A-current (Figures 2.1, 2.2). Two important questions regarding the

phase of the follower neurons can be asked first. 1. Following inhibition, how do the

parameters of the A-current and other intrinsic properties determine the time delay before

the burst (active state)? 2. During the rhythmic activity, how do different network

parameters, including the cycle period, duration of inhibition and the strength and kinetics

of the A-current interact to determine the activity phase of the follower neuron?

These two questions are addressed by using a minimal three-variable model and

geometric phase plane analysis. The geometric analysis of the model is focused on the

phase plane of the two slow variables w and h, which represent the activation variable of

the potassium current and the A-current inactivation respectively, to determine the

post-inhibition time delay. Depending on the parameters of the A-current, it is found that

the structure of the phase plane (Figure 2.3) can be used to determine the possible

behaviors of the trajectory following inhibition; in particular, whether the trajectory can
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jump to the active state or return to the inactive state. It is then shown that the time

constants for the two slow variables (Equations (2.1)) play an important role in

determining the evolution of the trajectory and the time delay before the burst (Figure 2.4).

The phase-plane analysis also demonstrates that distinct combinations of model parameters

can give rise to similar time delays and that, in each case, the parameters that control the

transition to the active state could be different.

The steady state activity phase in response to a periodic inhibitory input cannot be

determined solely by the intrinsic properties of the follower neuron. This phase depends on

the post-inhibition time delay of the follower neuron and also on the strength and duration

of the inhibition and on the period of the rhythmic input. The duration and period of the

inhibitory input are described in the model by the active and inactive durations, Tact and T

of the pacemaker neurons. Several sets of recursive equations that describe the steady state

maximum value for the slow variables and the steady state time delay caused by the

A-current are derived. These factors in turn determine the steady state activity phase of the

follower neuron. Similar recursive models, based on steady state assumptions, have been

used to analyze the anti-bursting phase of a two-cell inhibitory network which is affected

by both the intrinsic properties and the dynamics of the synapses (Matveev et al., 2007) and

to investigate how the firing rate of the pre-synaptic neurons and the synaptic plasticity

affect the firing activity of the post-synaptic neuron in a multi-input and single-output

network (Rubin, 2001).
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What can we learn from the complete classification?

The A-current has been shown to play an important role in modulating the bursting phase

of the neurons following periodic inhibition (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a; Harris-Warrick

et al., 1995b). The first stage of the work is to predict the activity phase of the biological

PY neuron by analyzing the phase planes and deriving a set of recursive equations

(Equations (2.16)-(2.19)) based on a three-variable model. Under the assumption that the

middle branch is vertical, two cases are obtained and the behavior of the trajectory in each

case is analyzed depending on various time constants (Chapter 2).

After this study, a complete characterization of the potential behaviors of the

neuron following inhibitory inputs based on the geometric structure of the nullclines in two

phase planes is shown (Chapter 3). Based on the parameters of the model, the

post-inhibition behavior of the follower neuron can be classified into two categories that

include eight cases, in each of which a geometric approach is used to determine the

dynamics of the follower neuron. In parallel, the numerical solution of the model is used to

verify the predictions of the mathematical analysis for the steady state values of the slow

variables w and h and the activity phase co. The same analysis and computation are also

done for the weak inhibition case, and the unintuitive solutions can be predicted by tracing

the values of the slow variables over cycles based on the recursive equations.

This technique allows scientists to systematically explore the multitude of potential

behaviors of the follower neuron's trajectory and therefore predict both its transient and

stationary activity in response to rhythmic synaptic inputs. Surprisingly, even a small

number of variables and parameters can give rise to a rich set of behaviors of the follower
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neuron. Yet, the systematic method can be generalized to understand factors that determine

the oscillatory activity of follower neurons that involve a large number of parameters.

How the distribution of the A-current affects the activity phase?

Research indicates that there are phase differences between the follower LP and PY

neurons in the crustacean pyloric system (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a; Harris-Warrick et

al., 1995b). Moreover, the experiment in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.1(a)) shows that even the

same type neurons (PY) can have fairly different activity phase. It has been shown that the

strength of the A-current can partially modulate the activity phases of the follower PY

neurons (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a). However, there is no evidence that the distribution

of the A-current in different parts of the PY neuron can affect the activity phase.

In order to examine this possibility, a five-compartment model is built and a

Genetic Algorithm is applied to compute the possible sets of parameters. After the model is

well-defined, an additional amount of A-current is injected into the model neuron under

five different protocols. The first protocol requires the A-current to be injected into all the

compartments evenly based on their surface areas, while the second to the fifth protocols

allow the A-current to be injected only into one of the compartments, i.e. Compartment S

(for soma), P (for priaxion), B (for branch) or D (for dendritic tree) in sequence. The total

amount of the A-current in all the five protocols is kept constant. Figure 4.3 shows the

activity phase under each of the five protocols. The computational results imply that the

density of the A-current in each compartment can affect the activity phase of the follower

neuron even if the total amount keeps constant. The greater the density is in one

compartment, the more delay the activity phase becomes. This modeling result can be
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verified by conducting corresponding experiments with the biological PY neuron(s). This

method can be used to investigate the effect of other current distribution(s) on the activity

phase.

What do our results imply for the biological system?

The activity phases of CPG neurons are often determined by the frequency of network

oscillations. In some cases, such as fish swimming, strict phase maintenance is required to

produce a meaningful motor output (Grillner, 2006). In other cases, the activity phase of

different neurons, and therefore the muscles that they control, increases or decreases as a

function of network frequency (Hooper, 1997b). In the crustacean pyloric network,

different neurons show different dependencies on the network frequency (Hooper, 1997a,

b) and the mechanisms underlying these dependencies are largely unknown. In this study

several sets of recursive equations are derived to show how the phase of a follower neuron

with A-current is a function of the network frequency. In the model, this frequency is

determined by the period of the pacemaker input. Because there is a dominance of

inhibitory connections in CPG networks (Friesen, 1994; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Marder

et al., 2005) and the potassium A-current is a common current present in most neurons, it is

expected that the analysis in this dissertation could be relevant for determining the activity

phase of neurons in a variety of CPG networks.

The results indicate that the activity phase of a follower neuron with A-current is

not only a function of the period (P) of the input it receives but also a function of how P is

changed. For example, if P is doubled, the phase of the follower neuron can become larger

or smaller, depending on whether the duration of the synaptic input is increased or not.
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This is because the extent to which the A-current recovers from inactivation depends both

on P (= Tact + I'm) and on the duration for which the neuron remains inhibited (Tact). Three

protocols are applied for changing P. It is shown that if P is changed but Tact or the duty

cycle (Tact / P) is fixed, the phase of the follower neuron decreases as P increases. Both

these mechanisms of changing period occur in CPG networks, for example when the swing

phase of locomotion remains constant despite a ten-fold variation in the cycle frequency

(Grillner, 2006). However, if P is changed by keeping Tin fixed, the phase of the follower

neuron increases as P is increased. The theoretical predictions were then verified through a

set of experiments conducted in follower PY neurons showing a close match between

experiment and theory. Thus, the analysis in this dissertation provides a basic explanation

for how the changes in phase depend not only on P but on how P is changed.

Rhythmic biological networks in general and the crustacean pyloric network in

particular may have many follower neurons that both receive periodic driving input and

interact with one another. In the crab pyloric network, for instance, there are three to five

PY neurons and other types of follower neurons which interact with the PY neurons

through chemical and electrical synapses. Moreover, the presence of neuromodulators

results in intrinsic or synaptic modifications and therefore changes the activity phase of the

follower neurons. For example, dopamine can reduce the strength of the A-current

therefore prolonging the duration of bursting (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995a). The modeling

results provide a first-order approximation for understanding the activity of the individual

follower neurons but do not account for the interaction among such neurons. Similar

techniques can be used to account for inputs from other network neurons in order to

determine the activity phase of these neurons and the long-term fate of their trajectories. As
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the number of neurons involved and thus the complexity of the network is increased, the

simplifying techniques utilized in this study may be of critical importance for

understanding the underlying dynamics.

Conclusions

The transient A-current, interacting with other intrinsic and synaptic properties, plays an

important role in modulating the activity phase of the follower neurons. A three-variable

model is built for exploring the current kinetics that determine the activity time of a neuron

with A-current following periodic inhibitory inputs. By solving the model system

analytically, the activity phase of the biological follower PY neurons can be predicted by

recursive equations. The results indicate that, even with a very simple model neuron, the

interaction of the A-current parameters and other intrinsic parameters can be quite complex

and lead to distinct model behaviors. Although the role of other factors such as synaptic

dynamics and the interaction with other network neurons that can affect the role of the

A-current in determining the activity phase remains to be explored, the basic geometric

tools that could be used for such analysis in more complicated settings have been provided.

Moreover, not only the kinetics of the intrinsic currents, but also the morphology of the

follower neuron and the A-current distribution can play a role in modulating the activity

phase of the follower neuron. This fact is examined by building a five-compartment

computational model and allocating a constant amount of A-current in each compartment

under five different protocols. The analysis and computation in this dissertation

demonstrate that depending on the model configurations corresponding to different states

of the biological neuron, different parameters can control the post-inhibition activity phase.
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This indicates that extrinsic factors such as neuromodulators that modify the activity phase

of neurons may be targeted to change the appropriate parameter(s) depending on the state

of the follower neuron.
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